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ABSTRÀCT

In the past four decades China relied on heavy investment in

the producer goods sector to achieve rapid economic growth

at the cost of current consumption. The grain procurement

and rationing system was established to restrict rural con-

sumption and to extract agricultural surplus for development

purposes. However, the new economic policy since 1979 has

gradually shifted to favor efficiency, and the government is

noÌ,¡ considering abolishing the procurement system. This sug-

gests that the procurement system and the past development

strategy itself may not be the appropriate policy instrument

to achieve rapid economic arowth in the long run.

Following Feldman, this study built a growth model to

describe the past development strategy. It h'as found that

the strategy did not bring about what policy makers had

expected from it. The unexpected trade-off between sacrific-

ing consumption for investment and economic efficiency 1ed

to the failure of the development strategy, and suppressed

grain production was one major factor contributing to low

morale and low economic efficiency.

Some costs of

analyzed in this
mode] showed that

implementing the procurement system were

study. A marginal income/work incentives

the procurement system was most responsi-
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b1e for the low marginal income and low work incentives on

collective farms, and caused a downward shift of the grain

production curve. Furthermore, it is found that the procure-

ment system prevented peasants from utilizing comparative

advantage of their farm land in growing different crops. The

extent of specialization and regional exchange was also

restricted by the procurement system.

Economic theory suggests that while the free market may

stimulate grain production, reduce distortion in resource

allocation, and improve economic efficiency, a general tax

scheme may raise the necessary investment funds from both

grain and non-grain sectors. It is also recommended that the

procurement system may gradually be abolished, and that

state grain agencies may be turned into commercial enter-

prises, in order to reduce the disturbance and costs in the

transitionaL period, and to encourage competition in grain

mar ket i ng .



ABSTRACT

In the past four decades China relied on heavy investment in

the producer goods sector to achieve rapid economic growth

at the cost of current consumption. The grain procurement

and rationing sysLem was established to restrict rural con-

sumption and to extract agricultural surplus for development

purposes. However, the new economic policy since 1979 has

gradually shifted to favor efficiency, and the government is
now considering abolishing the procurement system. This sug-

gests that the procurement system and the past development

strategy itself may not be the appropriate policy instrument

to achieve rapid economic growth in the long run.

Following Feldman, this study built a growth model to

describe the past development strategy. It vras found that

the strategy did not bring about what policy makers had

expected from it. The unexpected trade-off between sacrific-
ing consumption for investment and econcmic efficiency led

to the failure of the development strategy, and suppressed

grain production was one major factor contributing to low

morale and low economic efficiency.

Some costs of

analyzed in this
model showed that

implementing the procurement system were

study. A marginal income/work incentives

the procurement system was most responsi-
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b1e for the low marginal income and low work incentives on

collective farms, and caused a downward shift of the grain

production curve. Furthermore, it is found that the procure-

ment system prevented peasants from utilizing comparative

advantage of their farm land in growing different crops. The

extent of specialization and regional exchange was also

restricted by the procurement system.

Economic theory suggests that while the free market may

stimulate grain production, reduce distortion in resource

allocat ion , and imprcve economic ef f ic iency ' a general tax

scheme may raise the necessary investment funds from both

grain and non-grain sectors. It is also recommended that the

procurement system may gradually be abolished, and that

state grain agencies may be turned into commercial enter-

prises, in order to reduce the disturbance and costs in the

transitional period, and to encourage competition in grain

marketing.
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Chapter I

I NTRODUCTION

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

À state monopolistic grain marketing systemr or as the Chi-

nese call it, the "unified grain purchasing and marketing

system", was established in China in 1953. Under this sys-

tem, a compulsory delivery quota was assigned to each pro-

duction unit--an individual peasant, a producers' co-op' a

People's Commune or a production team. These production

units had the obligation to sell a fixed quantity of grain

to state grain agencies at the administered prices. State

grain agencies also had the sole right to purchase grain

"surplus" from producers. The price for purchasing the sur-

plus was set by the agencies, and the quantity of such pur-

chase was often f ixed.

Since '1985 the grain procurement system has been renamed

the "contracted purchasing system". The new system is essen-

tially the same as the old one. A "contracted purchasing

quota" is used to substitute for the old "unified purchasing

quota". However, the quantity of the quota, âs well as the

price, are stiIl set by the state, and are not subject to

real negotiation or contract. The only difference is that

t,he failure t.o fulfill the quota obligation now is more tol-



erable due to the changing political and economic environ-

ment.

The procurement quota and the administered price v¡ere the

two related instruments used by state grain agencies to

accomplish their policy objectives. For a long time, the

state channel was the only lega1 grain marketing mechanism.

All private grain marketing was made illegal but was some-

times tolerated.

However, since the economic reform initiated in December

1978, free markets for grain have been formally reopened.

The importance of the free markets has been increasing rath-

er quickly. The state grain agencies themselves have become

the major participants in the free markets. Now they pur-

chase grain through both compulsory procurement and free

market channels. As the quantity of quota has been gradual-

Iy decreased, the share of grain purchased from free markets

is increasing. The Chinese government is now considering

freeing grain prices in the near future, and this has

already been experimented within some areas.

Procurement quota and administered price are related to

each other. If the state is going to buy grain at market

prices, the procurement quota v¡il1 no longer be necessary.

Ànyone can easily meet his/her delivery quota by buying

grain from the free market and then reselling it to the

state agencies at the same price. It means, therefore, after

2



35 years of implementation, the government now is preparing

to abolish the compulsory procurement system totalJ-y.

The change in the grain marketing policy, or at least the

intention to change the policy, raises several interesting
questions. What were the objectives and the role of the mar-

keting system? Hoi+ did it perforrn in the past? were its pol-

icy objectives justified? tt sor was it an appropriate poli-

cy instrument? end why is it going to be abolished?

To ansv¡er these questions it is necessary to examine the

objectives and performance of the grain marketing system in

a broad framework. The basic objectives of the grain mar-

keting system were: a)to extract agricultural surplus for

industrial investmenti b)to ensure increasing grain supply

for urban use; and c)to distribute relatively scarce grain

more equaJ-ly among regions. À11 three objectives are relat-

ed to each other and serve the same purpose--to speed up

industrialization and the growth of the whole economy. In

fact, the grain marketing system itself is a part of the

overall economic development strategy r and should be exam-

ined accordingly.

In the post revolutionary era, pulling China out of pov-

erty and backwardness was the common desire of both the peo-

ple and the government. Logically, speeding up economic

growth lras the top priority. with abundant labor supply,

capital seemed to be the only restrictive factor and invest-

3



ment was crucial to the growth raLe. In a country more or

less isolated like China in her early years, faster capital

accumulat ion impl ied that a relat ively large share of

national income had to be diverted into investment. In other

words, consumption had to be restricted in one way or

another. The strategy may be expressed as speeding up eco-

nomic arowth as quickly as possible at the cost of current

consumption.

As marginal propensity to consume is high in a low income

country, restricting consumption required collective or cen-

+.ra1ized decision making. The government was more than will-

ing to take that responsibility. State ovrnership gave the

government direct power to allocate incomes from the indus-

trial sector. But the strategy would not be successful if

rural economy was left alone. Às heavy taxes v¡ere not accep-

table politically, a compulsory procurement system seemed to

be a logical choice in the early 1950's. Through the pro-

curement quota and the administered price, the government

was able to extract agricultural surplus and turn it into

industrial profit and investment.

Although sacrificing current consumption to economic

growth was acceptable to some extent, the strategy to

achieve the objective was not without its limits. Past

experience suggests that overrestriction of consumption has

done more harm than good. The effect of higher investment

has been offset by the decline in economic efficiency. This

4



study examines the extent to which the strategy has served

its aim, how the grain marketing system has played its role

in the strategy, and the effect the system has had on grain

product ion.

Lack of work incentives on collective farms has been

noticed for years. It has been rnainly attributed to the pro-

curement system and the collective farming syStem itself.

However, some studies, such as that by Israelsen, have sug-

gested that the collective farming system itself may not

necessarily lead to l-ow work incentives.

Subject to the above mentioned growth strategy, the com-

pulsory procurement quota, rather than price incentives, $¡aS

the main measure to ensure increasing supplies of grain and

other farm products. The administered price was used to

extract investment funds. The marketing scheme vtas probably

the dominant factor contributing to low work incentives.

This study tries to identify to the extent to which the mar-

keting system has influenced work incentives and how it has

served its second objective--ensuring increasing grain sup-

plies.

In the earl-y 1980's some peasants vtere complaining of

"difficulties in selling grain" while some others did not

have enough to eat. This situation continued for several

years, which indicated that the marketing system also had

difficulties in meeting its third objective--distributing

5



grain more equatly. This study also tries to identify the

problems of the system in interregional grain transactions.

Furthermore, âñ efficient marketing system should be able

to encourage a better use of comparative advantage among

regions. This would also facilitate achievement of the other

two policy objectives. However r âs the evidence showed,

such might not be the case. This study analyzes the per-

formance of the marketing system in this aspect.

In summary, the fact that the Chinese government is pre-

paring to abolish the compulsory grain procurement system

suggests that the objectives and the role of the system

should be reexamined in the context of the economic develop-

ment strategy itself. The difficulties of the system in

meeting its objectives indicate that whether the system is

the right policy instrument is also questionable. This study

witl tries to analyze to the extent to which the development

strategy is justifiable, the role of the marketing system in

the straLegy, and the extent ;o which the marketing system

serves its object ives.

1.2 KEY LrfEBAlqBE

To examine the development strategy, a formal economic model

is necessary, but none has been presented in China, not even

for discussion. However it is believed here Lhat a theoreti-

cal model might be built to explain the actual economic

development to some extent. This model may not exist explic-

6



itly
with

best,

as i f

in planners' minds but may underlie their objectives'

the basic assumptions and constraints in their mind. Àt

an ideal model might be able to explain the strategy

the planners had actually followed the model.

After the founding of the People's Republic, the major

task facing the government vtas Lo speed up industrialization

and economic growth. The basic constraint in resource endow-

ment was the extreme shortage of capital while labor supply

v¡as abundant. Àny model or plan must be based on these con-

ditions and the above objective.

In the 1920's, the Soviet Union faced the same issue! how

to speed up economic arowth when capital was scarce. À

growth modeL was built by Feldman in 1928, his study was

reinterpreted by Domar, and summarized by Taylor(Domar, 1957

and Taylor , 1979). The model divided the whole economy into

two categories: capital goods and consumer goods. Capital

was assumed to be the only scarce factor and the output /cap-

ital ratio was assumed to be constant. A closed economy and

fixed prices \.tere the other two assumptions. Àccording to

Fe1dman, the allocation of nevr investment between the two

categories vras the major policy variable. Subject to the

savings rate, the model should determine the growth pattern

of each category. In 1953, Mahalanobis built an essentially

equivalent model for India, as India faced the same problem

after independence(eIso see Taylor, 1979. ). This similarity

suggests that a kind of Feldman's model might be able to

explain China's economic development strategy.
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The assumptions of the economy being divided into two

categories and that of a closed economy with fixed prices do

not conflict significantly with the rigid centralized plan,

which v¡as usuall-y made in physical terms ' espec ia1ly between

the mid 1950's and the mid 1970's. Capital being the only

scarce factor seems to be an appropriate assumption. The

assumption of a constant output/capital ratio may not hold

in reality but might be taken as an approximation.

Although Fel-dman took the savings rate as a parameter to

explain economic growth patterns, and despite the Chinese

government saying that the investment/consumption ratio v¡as

the major policy variable, the savings or investment rate

does not have an independent effect in this kind of model at

alt. If the whole economy is divided into two categories,

the real investment, which equals saviogsr is fixed at any

time regardless of whether prices are fixed or not. Às one

can not use consumer goods to invest, any potential increase

in capital goods must come from the new investment in that

category made in the previous year. Thus in the long-run,

the investment or savings rate is to be determined by the

allocation of investment between the two categories.

Àccordingly, Fêldman's model will be modified in this

aspect in this study. The modification may largely simplify

the description of the potentiaJ. growth patterns of the

economy. In this study, different growth patterns will be

examined for three alt.ernative policy objectives: gross

I



total output, net total output .and total

The validity of the model and the results

the assumptions will then be explored.

consumer goods.

of violat ion of

The 1ow v¡ork incentives on collective farms have been

analyzed by many authors: Bonin, Bradley, Cameron, Chinn,

Domar, Israelsen, and Ward. Às summarized by Bonin and Put-

terman(1987), the compulsory procurement quoLa and adminis-

tered price are two of the major contributors to low work

incentives. The colLective farming system itself is another

important facLor leading to 1ow work incentives.

À study by I sraelsen , however ' found that collect ive

farming may not necessarily lead to low work incen-

tives(Israelsen, 1980). In his model, three kinds of ideal

economic organizations were identified--a commune, a collec-

tive and a capitalist farm, and the marginal income of a

typical individual worker waS used to measure work incen-

tives. The resulLs are quite interesting. If all three kinds

of farms have identical production functions and operate in

the optimal range, the collective farm, where incomes are

distributed sole1y according to work, is Iike1y to provide

its members with the highest work incentives.

On a commune, where incomes are distributed equally among

members, the marginal income is at the lowest leveI, being

only a small fraction of the corresponding marginal product.

on a capitalist farm, the marginal income is likely to be

9



equal to marginal product. On a collective farm, the margi-

nal income of an individual worker is a convex combination

of marginal product and average product. In the optimal pro-

duction range, where average product is greater than margi-

na1 product, the marginal income of a collective worker is

greater than marginal product and hence greater than the

marginal income of his counterpart on a capitalist farm. In

this case, the low work incentives are 1ikely to come solely

from the marketing system.

Israelsen's model is very useful in identifying and meas-

uring the effect of the grain marketing system on work

incentives and on the total output. However, there are nei-

ther ideal communes nor ideal collectives, as defined by

Israelsen, in China. In reality, Chinese Peop1e's Communes

are a mixture of Israelsen's commune and collective. There-

fore, to separate the effect of the procurement system on

work incentives from that of internal structure, a modified

model is needed to describe the behavior of members in a

Chinese People's Commune. This is attempted in this stuoy.

Ànother problem with Israelsen's model is the failure to

incorporate production cost into the calculation of marginal

income. The introduction of cost may change the magnitude of

the marginal income on a collective farm. This study tries

to analyze to what extent the introduction of production

cost wiIl change the general conclusion.

10



The classical theory of comparative advantage suggests

that rel-ative productivity differentials will determine a

country's specialization in production, and the direction of

trade between two countries. Through trade, ãD economic gain

wilt be achieved without hurting either party(nicardo).

This theory has been used to analyze the relative export

shares of two or more goods from two countries to the rest

of the worId. MacDougall, for instance, found that the rel-

ative output/wage ratios between the U.S. and BriLain varied

among goods (MacDougall, 1 951 ) . Às a result , the relative

export shares from the two countries v¡ere determined by the

difference in the relative output fwage ratios. Later,

Balassa repeated similar research(BaIassa, 1963). Since the

relative output /cost ratios were used as the measures of

comparative advantage between the U.S. and Britain in pro-

ducing various goods, he concluded that comparative advan-

tage determined the rel.at ive export shares.

The two studies suggest that after properly expressing

the comparative advantage in some measures, the relative

export shares, or in general, the relative specialization in

production, could be explained under the free-trade assump-

tions. In other wordsr contradiction to this principle may

indicate the existence of some restrictions on trade, and a

potential loss in comparative advantage.

In the case of China's agriculture, the appropriate

ure of comparative advantage might be the relative land

meas-

11
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ductivities in growing different crops. À modified MacDou-

gall/Ba1assa model will be built to test whether the pro-

curement system has prevented ChineSe peasants from taking

advantage of the productivity of their land in growing vari-

ous crops.

1 .3 SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The compulsory grain marketing system is a policy instrument

serving the economic development strategy. Therefore, to

examine the objectives of the grain marketing system inevi-

tably involves examining the strategy itself. In this study,

the performance of the System in serving the development

strategy will be examined with a growth model which is

believed to underline the development strategy.

Stimulating increasing grain supply and distributing

grain more equally are the other two major objectives of the

marketing system. To achieve its goaIs, the system should be

able to encourage regional grain transaction and the utili-

zation of comparative advantage. The performance of the mar-

keting system in these aspects is examined with appropriate

models as well as relevant evidence. For the purpose of

this study, the analysis focuses on the institutional

aspects of the marketing system.

Free markets for grain have been reopened since the late
'1 970' s. The quant i ty of gra in traded in these markets has

been increased rather quickly. The importance of free mar-

12



kets aS a complementary and as a potential alternative to

the state marketing channel has become more and more appar-

ent. In this study, the economic significance of the free

markets is analyzed, and the role of these markets in the

near future is discussed.

The objectives of this study are:

1 )to analyze whether the procurement system facilitated

rapid economic growth in the long run;

2)to analyze the relationship between the procurement sys-

tem and labor productivity on collective farms;

3)to identify the potential losses due to resource misal-

location caused by the procurement system;

4)to analyze the economic significance of reintroducing

the free market mechanism; and

5)t.o discuss the potential changes in China's grain mar-

keting system in the near future.

1,4 HYPOTHESIS

The three basic objectives of the grain procurement system--

to extract investment funds, to ensure increasing grain sup-

ply, and to distribute grain more efficiently--are related

to each other, and subject to the more fundamental strategy

of rapid economic growth. The procurement system was

designed to restrict rural consurnption and to extract agri-

cultural surplus for investment purpose.

13



However, it is believed here that the overrestriction on

consumption might have led to sharp declines in economic

eff iciency, which might have offset any potential gain in

economic growth due to heavy investment. Therefore,

although the aim of the development strategy might be justi-

fied, the extent to which the existing policy serves its

goal is stitl questionable. Ànd the cost of implementing

such a policy should be assessed, and be compared with the

cost of other alternatives which would have served the Same

object ive.

The first hypothesis in this study is that, in the long

run, rapid economic growth cannot rely on heavy investment

in physical capital alone. with given technology, the out-

put/capital ratio may not reach its potential if economic

eff iciency is too 1ow. In other words, the actually realized

output/capital ratio may depend on work incentives which are

partially determined by the level and growth rate of current

con sumpt i on .

The second hypothesis is that the cost of the procurement

sysLem is likely to be higher than that of a free market

system accompanied with an appropriate tax scheme. The pro-

curement system v¡as directly responsible for the lack of

work incentives on collectives farms, and is the dominant

factor leading to low work incentives in grain production

today under the production responsibility system. Further-

more, the procurement system prevents the full utilization

14



of comparative advantages in agriculture, and results in

losses in resource allocation. In theory, a free market sys-

tem does not have these disadvantages, while an appropriate

tax scheme may provide the same quantity of investment funds

without such distortions.

1.5 BRI EF STATEMENT ON METHODOLOGY

Given the abundant labor supply and the assumption of a

fixed output/capital ratio, the Chinese government chose the

development strategy which emphasized physical investment aL

the cosL of current consumption. This v¡as done by long-

standing allocations of a relatively large share of total

investment into the producer goods sector. This strategy

was expected to bring about faster growth first in producer

goods and then in consumer goods. The growth rates in the

two sectors were supposed to increase until a final equilib-

rium level was reached.

However, this development strategy may be challenged by

the empirical evidence which contradicts the expected out-

come. If the growth rates in both sectors actually decline

over time under that strategy, the output/capital ratio may

not be constant. Furthermore , if a more or less balanced

allocation of investment between two sectors, which means

less investment in the producer goods sector compared with

the previous case, can lead to higher growth, then it may be

taken as evidence that the output/capital ratio is inversely

15



related to the share of investment in the producer goods

sector, at least in a cerLain range. If this is the case,

the most plausible explanation is that the output/capital

ratio partty depends on work incentives which are determined

by the level and growth rate of consumption. Under this

situation, another approach which reguires less investment

in the producer goods sector may lead to higher growth in

the long run.

When there are other alternatives to achieve the same

objective, the relative costs have to be considered. The

most direct cost of the procurement system is the low labor

productivity in the grain sector itself. Lack of work incen-

tives on collective farms may be attributed to many factors,

with institutional arrangement and the procurement system

being the most 1ikely. If it can be demonsLrated that

a)col-lective farming does not necessarily lead to lower work

incentives compared with private farming, and yet the pro-

curement system is bound to do sor and b)ttre quota-forced

labor input cannot reach the production frontier, then the

cost of the procurement system may be identified. That con-

clusion would be consistent when applied to the present

household farming under the so-ca11ed "production responsi-

bi1ity system".

Another major cost of the procurement system is

alized gain in regional specialization and trade.

tion to the inadequate transport infrastructure,

the

In

the

unre-

addi -
riqid
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procurement quotaS are likely to prevent efficient resource

allocation among crops in all regionsr and to prevent grain

being shipped to where it vlas valued higher. If, during some

time period, some peasants were relatively free to make

their own decisions regarding resource allocation they might

have acted differently in order to maximize their income.

The different manners might be used to test, and to measure

the loss or unrealized gain under the quota system.

Contrary to the procurement and rationing system, the

free market does not have a negative impact on work incen-

tives, does not distort resource allocation, and does not

prevent grain being used where it has the highest value. In

other words, the free market system serves all the policy

objectives, exceÞt extracting investment funds, ässigned to

the procurement system at lower costs. Therefore, if it is

accompanied v¡ith an appropriate tax scheme, the free market

may be superior to the existing procurement system. As such,

it is treated as an alternative in this study.

1 .6 ORGÀNI ZÀTION OF REST OF THE THESIS

Following this introductory discussion, the next chapter

provides a description of the evolution of the grain pro-

curement system in China. This is followed by three chapters

which analyze the role of the compulsory marketing system in

economic development, the effects of that system on work

incentives, and the effects of the systern on regional grain
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transactions. The sixth chapter discusses the economic sig-

nificance of reintroduction of a free market mechanism and

its future as a policy instrument. Finally, the major find-

ings of the study are summarized in the seventh chapter.
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Chapter

STATE PROCUREMENT ÀND

II

RATIONING SYSTEM

2.1 ROOTS OF GRAIN PROCUREMENT ÀND RÀTTONING POLICY

The main purpose of this study is to assess whether the

state procurement and rationing system was an appropriate

instrument to achieve its policy objectives for development

in China. To facilitate the analysis it is necessary to

look back at the history of the system: why it was estab-

lished, how it functioned in the past, and how it has been

changed over time. This chapter gives a brief description of

the evolution of China's grain marketing system in the past

four decades.

Àlthough the state monopoly procurement of grain v¡as

introduced in China in late 1953, the involvement of the

Chinese government in grain marketing started well before

that. It dates back to the period of the Third Civil

War(1946-49). Àt the beginning, government involvement in

grain marketing was a kind of war-time measure and a method

to fight inflation, but soon was given other policy objec-

tives.

During the Second I{orld War and the subsequent civil war,

China suffered severely from inflation. It is reported that,
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with the same amount of money, one could buy a beef animal

in 1936 but only two grains of rice in 1949. According to

Professor Xu of Nanjing Àgricultural University, the general

price index increased by 2.5 million times from 1937 to 1948

in Congqing City, the national capital during the Second

World war, and the price of rice in Shanghai City increased

by 43.7 times during the first eight months of 1948(Xu,

1983). This extremely high inflation rate was a major force

contributing to the overthrown of the Kuomintang Government.

When the Communists entered the cities following their

military victories in the late 1940's, their f irst task h'as

to stabilize prices. This was considered very crucial to

their final success. As the expenditure on food was the

dominant part of living expenses in a poor country Iike Chi-

na after 10 years of war, if the price of food could be con-

trolled, so could the inflation. By redistribution of land

to individual peasants through land reform, the Communist

Party had won the support of the majority of the rural popu-

Iation. with the very strong political support of Chinese

peasants and rapid recovery in agricultural production at

that time, it was not difficult for the new government to

acquire surplus grain and sell it in cities at low prices.

Àccording to Walker, the government's role in grain market-

ing had been increased in the early 1950's, although much of

the grain vras still marketed by private merchants(walker,

1984). In 195?, the government collected 19 million metric
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chased another

government was
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grarn as

1 3 mmt.

about 63

an in-kind
The total

percent of

agricultural tax and pur-

quantity acquired by the

the market needs in urban

But, grain marketing, like any other economic activity,

could not rely on political enthusiasm over the long term.

As Walker pointed out, the gap between the state "list"
price and that offered by private merchants was widened to

about 20-30 percent in the early 1950's. As a result, state

grain purchasing agencies found it more and more difficult

to buy grain at their "list" prices.

Besides the difficulty in purchasing grain at the "1ist"
prices, a more important fact was that, after three years of

recovery, China started its First Five Year Plan in 1953.

The core of the strategy was to build up the heavy industri-

al sector in a short time period, and the long term objec-

t i ve r^¡as to speed up economic arowth through steadi ly

investing a relatively Iarger share of the total national

income into the producer goods sector. To achieve this goal

the Chinese government believed that it was necessary to

control the allocation of the total national income, ât

least to raise investment funds to the extent it desired.

In the industrial sector, most heavy industrial enter-

prises at that time vrere already owned by the state through

nationaÌization of foreign enterprises and confiscation of
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bureaucratic capital. Three years Iater, in 1956, all pri-

vate enterprises were placed under state control in the form

of "joint state-private ownership" or cooperatives. Through

the state and "joint" or.Inership in the industrial sector the

government could exercise its power to restrict urban con-

sumption and allocate more resources to investment directly.

But the private or collective ownership in rural areas

gave the government no role in revenue allocation. with

agricultural surplus left out, the capital accumulation

r.¡ould not be as f ast as desi red, or as f ast as possible. To

increase agricultural taxes vrere noL attractive politically

and the government was unable to keep grain prices at the

desired low IeveI, so price schemes were chosen to extract

agricultural surpluses. By purchasing grain and other agri-

cultural products at relatively low prices and selling

industrial products at relatively high prices, the state

could extract the agricultural surpluses to invest in the

industr ial sector. The surpluses f rom the rural sector

would appear as industrial profits collected from state

enterpr i ses.

As the low administered prices might reduce work incen-

tives, resulting in Less input and less output, procurement

quotas were used to guarantee increasing grain supply. The

rationing and planned supply v¡ere used to improve the equal-

ity in grain distribution, especially when grain supply was

short. Therefore, a compulsory procurement and rationing
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System vlas so designed to serve the policy objectives of

economic development.speeding up

2.2 EVOLUTTON OF PROCUREMENT SYSTEM, 1953-84

On October 16, 1953, the Central Committee of the Chinese

Communist Party released a document entitled "SoIution on

Implementation of Planned Purchase and Planned Supp1y of

Grain", which gave monopoly power to state agencies over

grain marketing. Under this system, the state grain depart-

ment was the sole buyer and seller. À grain procurement quo-

ta v¡as assigned to each individual producer, indicating how

much grain must be sold to the state at a given price. If. a

peasant could not produce enough for his o!¡n needs, âs he

might produce an industrial cropr or as the yield on his

land r.Ias too low, the grain department would tell him the

amount he was entitled to buy from the state. After collec-

tivization, the quota was assigned to the cooperative, and

to the production team when the Peop1e's Commune replaced

the cooperat ive.

Àt the beginning, the quanti.ty of quota was set according

to the assessment of harvest, and the total amount in any

area had to meet the state purchase p1an. As it v¡as extreme-

ly difficult to assess harvest accurately, and as this meth-

od could not encourage peasants to produce more, a "sanding

( three-f ix ) " scheme was introduced in the spring of 1 955.

The so called "three-fix" refers to the fixing of the offi*
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c iaIly expected output , procurement quota, and possibly 
'

grain suppLy.

Under the "three-fix" scheme, the expected (planned) out-

put, procurement quota, and supply plan vrere made known

before planting and would not change after harvest, except

in the event of a severe disaster. The guantities were fixed

for three years before any adjustment. Later on, this three-

year period was extended to five years. Grain procured in

this way was usually refered to as "fixed quota purchas€",

or "dinggou". Of course the state would encourage peasants

to sell- more than the specified quota when their actual out-

put turned out to exceed the officially expected amount, but

the selling was not made compulsory at the beginning.

Às the demand for grain increased over time, the state

had to increase its purchases. Since the procurement quota

vras fixed for a certain time period the state introduced

"chaogou", or "above quota purchase" in 1957. The quantity

of above quota purchase would be set annually in the spring,

in the light of a possible difference between "actual" and

"of f icial-" expected outputs, with the latter f ixed along

with procurement quota. This above quota purchase $¡as said

to be "obligatory", not compulsory. That is, the state would

persuade peasants to sell that specified quantity of grain.

There would be no penalty for failinE to meet the reguire-

ment. Actua1ly, after collectivization the state had little

difficulty in persuading the above quota selling in the late

1 950's.
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From 1957 to 1972, the state paid the same price for

"fixed guota purchase" and "above quota purchase". À5 the

above quota purchase l¡as not compulsory, the state found it

increasingly difficult to acquire that amount despite the

pressure it exerted on the leaders of cooperatives and

subsequently communes. Therefore, a price premium of 20-30

percent was paid for the above quota purchase since 1972 to

give peasants some incentives. As the price premium was not

enough to ensure the purchase of the desired amount, the

"above quota purchase" was made compulsory at least in some

areas later on. In this case, if a production team had a

bumper harvest and the output greatly exceeded the official-

Iy fixed expected output, a certain percentage, usually

30-40 percent, of the difference h'as required for the "above

quota purchase" at the "above quota price" (quota price plus

premium).

Àt the same time as the introduction of the above quota

premium, the state introduced another category of grain pro-

curement: "yigou", or "negotiated purchase". Production

teams were relatively free to make decision on selling grain

in this category. The price for this purchase was more

flexible. In some areas it was the same as that for above

quota purchase but in some other areas it was 30-50 percent

higher.

Thus during the late 1970's there vrere f our

1) "zhenggou", vrhich

categories of

refers to in-state grain procurement:
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kind agricuftural tax ; 2) "dinggou" , which refers to f ixed

quota purchase; 3)"chaogou", which refers to above quota

purchase; and 4 ) "yigou" , which refers to negot iated pur-

chase. In practice, the first two were combined into one and

usually refered to as "tonggou" , or "unif ied purchase".

Sometimes it was also refered to as "quota purchase" for

c onven 1 enc e .

At the beginning, the quantity of grain in-kind tax was

set as a fixed percentage of the normal or expected output

for each piece of cultivated land. Its nominal amount was

thus determined with the quota price. As time passed, the

quota price was raised several times but the nominal agri-

culturat tax was fixed or even reduced in many areas. In

practice, the tax, in nominal form, could be paid with the

selling of other products such as cotton. And the quantity

of grain set for in-kind tax v¡as combined with that set for

fixed quota purchase into a single figure. Therefore iL vlas

meaningless to distinguish grain acquired as "in-kind tax"

from "fixed quota purchase".

In 1979 the state once again raised the grain quota price

by 20 percent on average, and combined the third category,

"chaogou", and the fourth, "yigou", into one category. The

premium for this new category, also referred to as negotiat-

ed purchase, vras set at 50 percent over the new quota price.

Therefore, from 1979 to 1984 there vrere only two categories

of state grain procurement: quota and above quota purchases.
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2.3 GRÀIN RATI ONI NG AND PLÀNNED SUPPLY SYSTEM

To make the state monopolistic procurement program work,

some form of control over grain distribution was essential.

The state rationing of grain for human consumption and the

planned supply for industrial and other uses were introduced

into Chinese society almost at the same time as the "unified
purchase" of grain.

In rural areas human consumption rationing was set in

this way: grain producers were supposed to feed themselves

with what was left after state procurement and the deduction

for seed and feed. For those whose grain output was substan-

tially lower than some officially determined fígures, espe-

ciatly those who produced industrial crops, the state would

supply them with a certain amount of grain. From 1955

onward, the guantity of this planned supply was fixed as a

component of the "sanding(three-fix) " scheme. It was deter-

mined according to one's ê9er and local consumption leveL.

Sometimes it v¡as related to one's sale of industrial crops

to the state.

A rationing system started in urban areas in Àugust of
'1955. The rationing standard was set according to one's age

and occupation. A grain coupon was issued Lo each person who

was classified as an urban resident, and could be used in

state grain stores, food storeS, restaurants, etc. Usually

thi s coupon was locally-spec i f ic . I t could only be used

within the city or the province of issuing, but a kind of
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nationvÌide acceptable grain coupon was al-so in use to facil-

itate travell ing.

Grain coupons were issued monthly. In some areas they

could be used at any time once they had been issued. In some

other areas, they were generally valid for one month, or for

the rest of the year. In many places, especially ín the

North, for example, in Beijing, the coupon h'as grain-specif-

ic. Not only was the total rationing quantity fixed, the

proportions of rice, wheat flour, and coarse grain were also

fixed. In the South, for instance, in Nanjing, the coupon

was non-grain-specific in general. But in some years ' the

quantity of a specific Arain would be assigned as an indi-

vidual rat ion.

Generally speaking, the amount of. monthly grain rationing

was adequate in urban areas, except in the years of food

crisis(1960-62), when the non-staple food supply was

extremely short. Since the late 1970's, grain coupons vrere

not necessary when people ate out, or bought manufactured

foodstuffs such as cake or cookies. À 10-20 percent extra

nominal charge would be levied on the grain involved.

By the early 1980's the majority of urban residents might

have accumulated some amount of grain coupons so the monthly

rationing was no longer binding in total quantity. But the

coupon was still in use for two reasons. First, in many

areas the grain coupon was grain-specific. The state grain
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marketing system could only manage to feed most people with

relativety adequate grain in total quantity. But people did

not necessarily like the mix of grains supplied. The second

and more important reason was the price difference between

state purchasing and retailing. As mentioned above, in the

1980's, the average purchasing price was al-most twice as

high as the retail one. So the state would not give peas-

ants any chance to selI grain to the state at a higher price

and then buy back at a lower Price.

In 1985, the grain rationing supply to rural- areas was

changed. Before 1985, some peasants v¡ere officially recog-

nized aS non-grain producers and entitled to grain ration-

ing, paying the same price as urban residents, or paying the

price which only covered quota purchasing cost. Since 1985'

they have had to buy grain from the free market, oE from

state stores but had to pay the full cost which was equal to

the above quota price plus marketing cost.

The state planned grain supply for industrial and other

uses started at the same time as rationing, and was known as

"unified grain marketing" when combined with rationing.

Industries, such as textile, brewing, pharmaceuticalsr etc. '
used grain aS their input and were subject to state planned

supply. The state also supplied grain to feed processing

factories and animal farms. This planned grain supply was

provided at a price similar to that for rationed grain

before 1 985.
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Since 1985, those industries had to buy their grain input

from the free market or from state stores at the going mar-

ket prices, like those rural residents who had been subject

to grain rationing. The state grain or commercial department

might stil1 supply them with grain but the price charged

would have to cover the purchasing and marketing costs.

These industries were encouraged to buy grain from the free

market.

Restaurants and food manufacturers are somewhat different

from the above mentioned industries. In the past their oper-

ation could be regarded as a form of rationing. They col-

lected grain coupons when selling their products and paid it

to grain stores when buying raw grains. Since 1986, those

restaurants and food Stores, which are more traveller ori-

ented, have been supplied by the grain department at the

"negotiated price"o or have had to buy grain in the free

market. In either case, their operation is like that of pri-

vate merchants acting in the free market. Customers pay the

market price for their consumption there and no grain coupon

is accepted.

2.4 PROC POLICY SINCE 1985

ttTen

new

the

Measures Regarding Further Enlivening RuraI Economy", a

policy, vras released by the Party Central Committee and

State Council on January 1, 1985. The first measure vtas

reform the state procurement system. In the case ofto
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grain, the

"contracted

1 985 summer

"unified
purcha se "

harvest.

purchase "

would be

to be abolished

ef fect start ing

was

in

and a

with

new

the

According to the new policy, the commercial department,

which was in charge of grain purchasing, would enter into

agreements with peasants before the planting season on the

type and quantity of grain delivery at the new price set by

the state. Actually the quantity was still unilaterally set

by state agencies. The neh' price in 1985 h'as set equaÌ to

the weighted quota and above quota prices with the former

accounting for 30 percent and the latter, 70 percent. This

30-70 ratio v¡as based on the fact that in 1984 above quota

purchase already accounted for 70 percent of the total,

therefore the average price would be kept at the previous

leve 1 .

If. peasants had a surplus after fulfilling the "contract-

ed purchase" quota, they were free to sell it in the free

market. State agencies could buy this surplus in the free

market at the price determined by market forces if they

wanted to do so. They also had an obligation to buy the

above quota quantity offered by peasants at the former quota

price if the market price dropped beLow that. As a sharp

decline in market price was predicted for 1985 following six

consecutive bumper harvests, the former quota price was set

as the floor price to protect peasants.
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Stated in the "Regulations Regarding AgricuLtural and

Sideline Products Purchase and ì"larketing Contracts" (ttre

State Council, January 24, 1984), the quantity specified in

any purchasing contract had to be in accordance with the

state purchase plan if the product was subject to the state

unified purchase scheme such as in the case of grain, and

the contract Ì{as bound by law. In this aspect the "contract-

ed purchase" is only another name for the "unified pur-

cha se t' .

However, there was a difference in the price structure.

Under the previous scheme, the marginal price was higher

than the average so peasants were encouraged to produce and

sell more. Under the new scheme, the marginal price v¡as the

same as the average, and 10 percent below the previous mar-

ginal one. So peasants now were encouraged to sell extra

grain somewhere else, or to use it themselves.

This change reflected three related factors: budget sub-

sidy burden, irrational price structure, and successive

bumper harvests. From 1956 to 1983, the quota price for

grain purchase was raised by 100.7 percent (commerce and

Price Department, State Statistics Bureau , 1984) . Consider-

ing the above quota premium and the increasing share of

above quota purchase, the average price increased by 229.0

percent (state Statistics Bureau, 1984).
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But, grain retail prices in urban areas l^¡ere kept con-

stant during the same time period. The state sav¡ it as mean-

ingless to raise grain retail prices and wages at the same

time. Às the cost structure and demand el-asticity vary from

product to product, the subseguent adjustment in the econom-

ic plan was too complicated to the centralized decision mak-

ers. Therefore the state simply subsidized grain marketing

agencies and consumers with budget revenue. Most grain sub-

sidies were paid to the grain department to cover its loss-

es. In the case of grain rationing, only a small amount of

subsidies vras paid directly to state employees, known as

"mitie (rice subsidy) ", to compensate for a grain retail

price increase in the 1 950's.

During the 30 years, the price differential had been wid-

ened to about 60-70 percent, with the retail price lower

than the purchase one and without accounting for the market-

ing costs. Therefore the subsidies went out of control in

the early 1980's. Lardy estimated that the state subsidies

of food consumption had been 23.8 to 25.6 billion yuan in

1981, which accounted for about 23 to 26 percent of the

total revenues of aIl central and loca1 governments(Lardy,

1 983 ) . Àccording to Professor Añ, Bei j ing Àgricultural Uni-

versity, the government subsidies for marketing agricultural
products v¡ere more than 20 billion yuan in 1981 (an, 1983 ) .

He pointed out that bhe subsidies on grain, cotton, and edi-

b1e oils accounted for 17 percent of the government budget*
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ary revenue in 1981, compared to only 3.4 percent in 1978.

The subsidies increased again in 1982, and that on domestic

cereals alone reached 15 billion yuan which accounted for

more than 13.3 percent of the total state budgetary revenue.

The desire to reduce the budgetary burden was Iargely

enforced by the voices from grain or commerciai departments

who were in charge of grain procurement and distribution.

with the purchasing prices higher than retail ones, the more

grain they handled the larger would be the losses incurred

in their operation. Compensation for such losses might not

be so easy to get immediately and they must fight for addi-

tional funds needed in building new facilities in order to

handle extra grain. In the meantime, sínce China already

had six bumper harvests in a row' from 1979 to 1984, the

"difficulty in selling grain" became more and more serious'

aS the grain or commercial departments were reluctant to

solve problems in grain storage and transportation, and as

the pressure on the state budget vlas too high.

The complaints from peasants and grain or commercial

departments impressed many people inctuding policy makers

that grain then was oversupplied and some measures must be

taken in order to change agricultural production structure

which would lead to more efficient allocation of resources

and higher per capita income in rural areas, and to reduce

budgetary burden at the same time.
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However, the situation has changed since the summer of

1985. Grain output went down by a big margin as much land

had shifted Lo other uses and as the average grain yield

dropped for the first time since 1979, which might indicate

the reduced incentives in growing grain under the new scheme

and due to inflation.l On the other hand, âs the state had

abolished its control on meat production and marketing, meat

prices and then feed grain prices increased dramatical)-y in

the free markets. If the state wanted to buy extra grain in

the free market it had to pay a price higher than it set for

the contracted purchase, not as Low as expected at the "pro-

tective" former quota price.

After only one year's practice(1985), the policy reEard-

ing contracted purchase was revised again given the new cir-

cumstances. The contracted quantity would be fixed for a

three year period, and the total quantity for the whole

country was to be reduced by 20 percent in 1986. The remain-

ing procurement would be made at free market prices. This

time it was not to protect peasants from free market price

being too low but simply to increase peasants' income and

incentives as market price was higher. So the state procure-

ment system seemed to have gone back to where it was' with a

As mentioned before, the new "contracted" grain purchasing
price was 10 percent below the previous marginal price--a-
bove quota price. À1so, while the grain purchasing price
increased only one percent in 1 985 over 1984, the general
retail price index increased by 8.8 percent and the over-
all purchasing price index for alI farm products increased
by 8.6 percent(State Statistics Bureau, 1986). Therefore,
grain production was less attractive to Chinese peasants
in '1 985.
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new title and probably a higher price level.

But the grain marketing system did not really stop there.

The state grain distribution system has embodied some free

market elements. Part of the grain handled by it now is not

based on compulsory procurement quota and rationing and sup-

ply plan. The price for this part is flexible and market

oriented. Àlthough this amount is very small compared with

the total quantity handled by state agencies, further devel-

opment in this direction can be expected as the Chinese gov-

ernment has announced its intention to reform the marketing

system until finally freeing grain prices.

One objective of. economic reform is to improve the over-

all ef f ic iency of China' s economy. The Chinese government

reafizes that this objective cannot be achieved unless mar-

ket mechanism is established to guide resource allocation

and to reform the structure of the economy. It has taken two

steps in this direction: a) reducing the scafe of quantita-

tive planning, and b) reforming the price structure.

In the process of reforming the price structure, it has

been proposed to free grain prices totally in several yearst

and experiments have been carried out in some places in

1988. The current two-digit inflation has postponed the pro-

cess of the reform of price Structure. However, no matter

how slow is the pace of the reform, with occasional or fre-

quent pauses, the reform of grain marketing system appears

to be moving in the proposed direction.
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Chapter I I I

ECONOMIC GROWTH ÀND COMPULSORY AGRICULTURAL
MÀRKETI NG

3.1 CHINÀ'S DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY ÀND MARX'S MODEL

As discussed earlier, the grain procurement system was used

as a major policy instrument to achieve rapid economic

growth in China. Therefore, to justify the adoption of the

system inevitably requires examining the development strat-

egy itself. This chapter develops a growth model which is

believed to underlie China's deveJ.opment strategy in the

past four decades. Following Feldman, this model is a growth

version of Marx's social reproduction theory. Empirical

evidence is then used to test the validity of the model, and

the rol-e of the procurement system i s assessed.

Past experience suggests that China followed a develop-

ment strategy which relied on physical investment' especial-

ly that in the producer goods sector. As Table 3.1 shows,

during most of the time of the first six Five Year PIan

periods China invested more than 25 percent of her national

income, with the heavy industry sector always getting rela-

tively large shares.

This policy was supposed to bring about the fastest growth

possible, first in the producer goods sector and later in
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TABLE 3.1

Output and Investment Àmong Selected Sectors

total outPut't
ag. I.in. h.in.

o/ o/ o//o /o /o

Ínvestment:k*
ag. I.in. h.in.

o/ o/ o//o /o /o

accumuf at ron
¡¿lg***

o/
/o

53-57
58-62
66-7 0
71-75
76-80
B1-85

49 .6
30.9
37 .6
31.1
29 .4
33.8

29.8
28.9
31 .4
30.0
31.3
32 .4

20 .6
40.2
31.0
38.9
39.3
33.8

7.
11.
10.

o

10.
5.

24 .2
30.8
26 .3
33.0
33.2
30.8

1 6.4
3 6.4
7 4.4
I 5.8
5 6.7
1 6.9

36.1
54.0
51 .1
49 .6
45.9
38. s

* The vafue products of agricultural, Iight and heavy
industrial sectors are taken as a whole, ignoring
other sectors such as transportation, construction,
and services. À11 entries are average figures for the
first six Five Year PLan periods.

*:k À11 entries are average shares of state investment
during the same periods. They do not add up to 100 due
to investment in other sectors.

*** Accumulation rate is the ratio of net investment to
nationaf income, economy wide.

Source: Chinese State
cal Yearbook, .1 986.

Statistics Bureau. China's Statisti-

the consumer goods sector. FinaIly, in the long run' the

peoples' livelihood would be improved at an unprecedent rate

as production capacity would have been expanded at the high-

est rate possible. However, as the consumer goods sector

always got a relativety smaller share of total investment,

this potential achievement would be at the cost of consumer

goods or peoples' livetihood in a certain time period.
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This development strategy could be explained best with a

s imple l-abor/capi taI model such as Feidman' s . I n 1928 ,

Feldman built a growth model for the Soviet Union, starting

from Marx's reproduction theory (Domar, 1957 and Taylor,

1979). rn 1953, Mahalanobis introduced an essentially

equivalent model for India(Taylor, 1979) . The two models

had the same basic point that the growth of the whole econo-

my depended on the expansion of the physical production

capacity, hence a faster capital accumulation wouLd bring

about faster economic development. It was not surprising as

the capital shortage $las the dominant common phenomenon in

the 1 920's USSR and the 1 950's India, which overrode the

differences in social institutions between the two countries

from the development point of view.

The shortage in capital stocks suggests that a similar

model might be relevant to the Chinese economy after 1949.

There were some other reasons in addition to capital short-

age. China's economic planning $Ias heavily influenced by the

USSR in the 50's and the early 60's. Marxian economic theory

tended to heavily influence policy formulation and the

selection of policy instruments. Às a matter of fact, when

the new economic policy started in 1979 there v¡as a wide-

spread discussion on Marx's reproduction Lheory. Therefore,

a growth version of Marx's modet mighL be useful in analyz-

ing Chinese economic development policy.
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Before such a growth model is built, it is useful to

review Marx's reproduction theory, and to discuss its basic

assumptions. The social reproduction theoryr âS presented in

Volume i I of Das Kapi tal , postulates that the r+ho1e economy

can be divided into two departments: Department 1--producer

goods, i.e., capital goods' raw materials, and intermediate

goods , and DepartmenL 2--consumer goods. w'1 i s the symbol

used by Marx for the total output of producer goods and W2,

the total output of consumer goods. The total output of the

whole society, w, is the sum of each department. The total

output of each department, W1 or W2, can be decomposed into

three terms (in value forms): C' V and S. C represents con-

stant capital, egual to the sum of capital replacement, raÌ{

materials and intermediate goods consumed in production. V

represents variable capital, equal to wage payroI1s. S rep-

resents surplus value, equal to gross profit. The mathemat-

ical relationship between outputs and their components can

be expressed as f ollov¡s:

w1 = C1 + V1 + 51:

WZ = C2 + Y2 + 52, and

W = Ç + V + S = W1 + W2.

In the case of simple reproduction, i.e., when W1 and W2

are reproduced at the Same leve1s over time, the condition

of V1 + 51 = C2 ho1d. Under this condition, after putting

aside C1 to replace the producer goods consumed in Depart-

ment 1 itself, the rest of the output of Department 1, which
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equals V1 + 51 in value terms, is equal to the producer

goods consumed in DepartmenL 2(CZ). Then, after inter-de-

partment exchange, al-l producer goods consumed in Department

2 in the previous year will be replaced by new producer

goods provided by Department 1 and people engaged in Depart-

ment 1 will get their share of consumer goods. The produc-

tion of the whole society wiIl be maintained at a constant

Ievel.

If V1 + 51 >

goods. The social reproduction will be expanded and growth

will take place. In this case, the excess supply of producer

goods, oÍ net investment, I , is equal to the difference

between V1 + 51 and C2. I can be invested in either depart-

ment 1 or 2, or it can be invested in both departments in

some proportion.

If I is entirely invested in Department 1, the reproduc-

tion of Department 2 will be kept constant but that of

Department 1 wilt be expanded aS the new investment will

expand capital stocks ín the department, and provide more

raw materials and intermediate goods. In turn, the increased

output of producer goods will provide more capital goods for

further investment . I f thi s procedure cont inues , consumer

goods will be reproduced at a constant level over time but

producer goods wiIl increase at the highest rate possible.
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On the contrary, if I is totally invested in Department

2, there wilI be no increase in producer goods. Consumer

goods will increase at the highest rate, but only at the

beginning. Às C2 increases at the highest rate but Vl + 51

is kept constant, soon the difference between V1 + S1 and C2

v¡i11 approach zeto. Às the quantity of investment I declines

to zero, oo further increase will be possible in consumer

goods.

Àway from the two extremes, by investing i in both

departments in different proportions, different growth pat-

terns for each department can be obtained. There must exist

a case in which the two departments will increase continu-

ously and proportionally. This balanced growth may not be

attractive to policy makers. If their objective is to

increase the total output, which is an indicator of a

nation's strength, ât the highest rate possible, they may

choose to set the share of investment in Department 1 as

large as possible. Unlike the increase in the output of

Department 2, which will be consumed immediately, the

increase in producer goods will expand capital stocks which

are sources of further growth. Therefore, the more they

invest in Department 1, the higher the growth rate will be.

This wilI be discussed in detail later.

Marx's reproduction theory fits China's economy quite

we11. There are four basic assumpt ions in Marx' s model:

1 ) the whole economy is divided into two departments;
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2)capital is the only scarce factor; 3)the economy is

closed; and 4)prices are fixed. The firsL one' i.e., the

division of the economy into two departments with no shifts

of capital stocks between them, is not too strong an assump-

t ion f or a centrally planned economy. AS there i s sel-dorn

transactions of capital goods among factories and as all

factories usually continue to produce the same type of goods

according to the government plan, the assumption is like1y

to be met.

The second assumption that capital is r-he only scarce

factor in social production seems relevant to the Chinese

economy. From the mid 1950's to the mid'1980's, the quanti-

ty of arable land per rural household dropped from about 0.8

to 0.5 hectare, while the use of farm machinery was widely

spread out. Most peasants could not fully use their labor on

such a small piece of land but had to stay in agriculture

because the industrial sector was not able to absorb the

surplus supply of labor. Therefore, with 800 million under-

employed rural residents, a surplus labor force was always

available.

The third assumption of a closed economy does not violate

China's reality too much. China's economy was quite closed

in terms of the ratio of foreign trade to GDP. Àccording to

the International Monetary Fund, the ratio of China's export

to GDP was less Lhan one percent in 1980. This ratio was

likely eveR smaller before 1980, and it is unlikely that
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there have been

severaL years.

satisfied.

dramatic changes in this ratio in the past

Therefore the assumption is approximately

The fourth assumption of fixed price is really not neces-

sary as long as prices have no effects on social reproduc-

tion. In Marx's model, a change in price level will change

w, C, V, and S proportionally and Ìeave social production

unchanged. The model can be viewed in physical or real

terms.

3.2 À GROWTH MOpEL FOR CHINA'S ECONOMY

The satisf action of these assumptions suggests that l'larx's

reproductíon theory can be used to describe China's economy.

A growth model is built on the theory used by Feldman for

the Soviet Union 60 years ago. In interpreting Feldman's

model, Domar took the ratio of investment between two

departments and the savings rate as two policy variables

which jointly determined the growth patterns of investment

funds, national income, and consumer goods. However, it was

found in this study that the ratio of investment and the

savings rate could hardly be taken as two separate policy

variables. The quantity of actual investment2 was restrict-

ed by the excess supply of producer goods, which was the

2 In a centrally planned economy the quantity of investment
is basically determined by the government plan regardless
of the voluntary savings. In reality, the savings rate is
forced to mat.ch the planned investment rate. Therefore it
is more appropriate to use the investment rate rather than
the savings rate.
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result of the above-proport ional investment , i .e. , the

investment share exceeds the share of capital stock, in

Department 1 in previous years. In any time period, a high

investment rate implies a larger proportion of the total

investment being aLlocated into the producer goods sector.

The objective of increasing the investment rate can only be

achieved through increased allocation of investment into the

producer goods sector first. Therefore, it is convenient to

use only one poJ-icy variable to ana:.yze those growth pat-

terns. s It is found in this study that, given the ratio of

existing capital stocks in the departments, the growth pat-

terns can be expressed as functions of Lhe ratio of invest-

ment between two departments.

To turn Marx's reproduction theory into a growth model,

further assumptions are required concerning production tech-

nology" Àlthough capital is assumed to be the only scarce

factor, capital stocks do not appear in Marx's model. Here

it is assumed that the production capacity is always fuIIy

in use and that coefficient a is the output/capital ratio, K

is the capital stock and t is time, such that
(3.1) W1t = a1K11-1, and

(3 "2') W2t = a2 K2¡-1 "

3 In reality, some goods can be used in both production and
consumption" In this case, if the products of Department 1

are used for consumption or the products of Department 2

are used in production, the investment rate may be altered
and not dependent. soly on the previous allocation of
investment funds. However, as this study assumes a totally
divided economy, this case can be ruled out"
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Furthermore, âs w is the total output including material

costs such as capital depreciation, raw materials and inter-

mediate goods, it is assumed that coefficient b is the ratio

of net to total output, i.e. the ratio of value added to

total output. It is obvious that b will have a value between

zero and unity: 0 <

( 3.3 ) V11 + S11 = b1W1¡ = a' b1 K11-1, and

(¡.+) v21+ s21= b2w21= aZb2K2t-'1.

From these assumptions we can derive the following equa-

tÍons:
(3.s) rt
(3.6) wt

(3.2) Yt

where Y is

= alKlt-t* a2K2¿.1, and

= a¡b1 K1t-l* a2b2Y,2¡-1,

net national income,

K21-¡,

equal to the sum

other words,

Àppendix À for

of consumer

egual to net

details" ).
goods and net investment, or, in

products in both departments (See

The growth rates of w, vlz and Y are three alternative

poticy objectives. The growth pattern of the whole economy

depends on which objective is chosen by the policy makers,

as well as on the values of coefficients a and b. As the

values of those coefficients are mainly determined by tech-

nology, the policy variable in this model is the proportion

of investment in Department 1 to the total" Denoting this

ratio as r, we have following relations:

I1 = fI, and

L2 = (1-r)r,
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where I1 is the investment in Department 1 and 12 is that in

Department 2.

As simple reproduction is not of interest here' only

expanded reproduction is considered. Thus, it is assumed

that V1 + 51 is greater than C2 and growth takes place. Às

dK = I , growth rates of investment, total output ' consumer

goods , and nat ional i ncome can be der i ved f rom equat ions

(3"2) and (3.s)-(3.7):

drtrl
( 3. B ) sI It

a1b1r - a2(1-bZ)(l-r),
dwttl(3"s) gw

wt

1 bL + b1

(3.10) sw2

(3.11) sY

(a1r + a2(1-r))
1

b

dw2¡11

w2t

a2(1-r)(
a, b1 K1¿-t

a2 K21- 1

dYttt

Yt

=(a¡ b1 r u¡bz(1-r))

a2 K2t'l

(1-b2)), and

1

a1 K1¡-¡
1

+
a1b1 K1¡-¡

æ+
a2K21-¡

b

^1



If we assume that the vaLues of a and b coefficients are

constant over time, then those growth rates are determined

by policy variable r and the ratio of capital of Department

1 to that of Department 2. This capital ratio, R1 /l<2, ffiâY

change over time, but its value at any point of time is

determined by policy variable r in previous years' and the

base year ratio given. Therefore, by choosing different va1-

ues of r, policy makers can alter the growth pattern of the

economy.

The assumption of constant a and b coefficients requires

fixed technology and constant efficiency. If productivity

changes over time, so v¡i11 the growth rates even if the pol-

icy variable r is kept constant. The violation of this

assumption has very important implications on the actual

results. Às such, it wilt be analyzed in detail later. To

simplify the analysis, let us assume that âl = a2 and bt= b2.

Then equations (3.8)-(3.11) can be written as follows:

(3"12) sI abr

b

=a(1-b)(1-r)

1

¿(þ+r-'1 ),

(3"13) gw

(3"14) sw2

K1t-r

K2t-t

bK'1¡ -¡
a(1-r)(---

Kzr-f
(1-b)), and

-d

+1

1

K1t-¡
r

(3"1s) gY -d. b

v)t I¡\¿f,- |

4B
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Novr assume that the val-ue of r is constant over time,

i . e. , the pol icy makers set an opt imal val-ue of r according

to their objective and keep it constant. Then there are

three possible growth patterns for each of I, W, W2, and Y.

The first one is a proportional or balanced growth. lf r is

set such that

r / (1-r) = K1o /R2o,

i.e., the distribution of I in two departments is equaL to

the capital ratio of the two departmen,ts at the base year'

denoting this value of r as F*, we can derive the propor-

tional or balanced growth rates from equations

(3.12)-(3.1s):

gI* - gW* = 9W2* = gY* = a(b+r*-1).

It means, for a constant value of r*, investment, total out-

put, consumer goods and national income will increase at

constant rates which are functions of r*. Às the condition

r*/(1-r*)=l<1 /x2 holds over time, capital stocks of two

departments increase proportionally and the ratio of them

keeps constant. Therefore, equations (3.8)-(3.1 1 ) have con-

stant val-ues given aIl constant coefficients. Furthermore,

when âi = a2 and b1= bZ, they are of the same value.

Now let us look at the second growth pattern. I f the pol-

icy makers want to speed up the growth of the economy, they

may choose to invest more in Department 1 in order to get

higher increase first in capital goods and then in consumer

goods " The val-ue of r in thi s case wi ll be set at r' such

that r' >
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From equation (3.13), it can be found that

gI' = a(b+r'-1) > a(b+r't-1),

which means that the investment wiIl increase at a higher

rate than in the case of proportional growth. From equations

(3.14) and (3.16), it can be found that gw'and gY'wiLl be

the same as gW'k and gY* at the very beginning. However, as

r' / (1-r' ) > K1 /xZ , K1 /xZ will continue to increase until
it reaches the value of t'/(1-r'). As a result, gw' and gY'

wiIl increase from a (b+r*-1 ) , and gradually approach

a(b+r'-1). The growth pattern of consumer goods is somewhat

di f ferent . Às r' >

less than gl12* at the beginning. But as the ratio of K1 to

R2 increases, so does gw2' until it reaches a(b+r'-1). Àt

the extreme, when r' = 1, no increase in Department 2 is
possible and gwz' will be zero. Às I reaches the highest

rate, 9W' and gY' will increase with a higher speed, and

approach the highest level sooner.

On the other hand, if policy makers want to increase con-

sumer goods faster in a short time period they may choose

the third growth scenario. In this case, they will choose a

lower value of y, denoted as F", such that r" <

ously gWz" wilt be greater than gll2* initially(See equation

(3.15)). But as K1 /KZ declines, so does gvl2", until it

reaches a (b+r"-1 ) , which is less than 9w2:t. The growth rates

of W and Y will be the same as gW* and gY't at Lhe very

beginning and soon decline to a (b+r"-1 ) , which equals to
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gr " ,

tha t
wilI
will

and

b+r tt

soon become

become zero

zero. Às a

in a short

is less than gI*. If the vaÌue of r is set such

1-b, gI" wil-t be negative and I

result, 9W", gY", and gw2" aIl

time period.

Those growth patterns are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The

case of r < 1-b is ruled out as we are interested only in

sustained growth and no one in a developing country l-ike

China would choose a policy leading to zero growth in the

long run. The case of r = 1 is also ruled out as no increase

in consumer goods, which means a decline in per capita con-

sumption as population increases, is not politically accep-

table Therefore the value of r is assumed to be set such

that 1 > r > 1-b, and is assumed to be constant once it has

been set up.

The assumption that al = aL and bl = b2 may not hoLd in

reality. However, introducing different values for those

coefficients only makes the analysis complicated. The gener-

aI conclusion witl not be changed. There will stilI be

three kinds of growth: proportional, high and low. When the

investment ratio is set equal to capital stock ratio, I , I^l'

vlz and Y wiIl increase at constant rates (See equations

(3.8)-(9.1 1 ). ), although those rates may differ from one

another. When the ratio of investment shares is greater than

the ratio of capital stocks, i.e., in the case of high

growth, gI wiIl be greater than in the case of proportional

growth. Compared with those in the case of proportional
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Figure 3. 1 : Growth Patterns

growth, gW2 will be smaller at the beginning, gW and gY will

be indeterminate, depending on the relative magnitudes of a

and a , and b and b . Nevertheless gW and gY will be great-

er than gWz. Al-l three growth rates wilI continue to

increase until the value of r/(1-r ) reaches R1/R2. In the

case of low growth, what wiLl happen is just the opposite to

Lhat in the case of high growth, and will not be repeated

here.

To
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3.3 POLICY CHOICES ÀND IMPLICATIONS

From the above analysis, proportional growth is both bal-

anced and sustained. À constant growth reguires that the

ratio of investment shares is set egual to the ratio of cap-

ital stocks at the base year. Às a matter of fact, in either
high or low growth cases, when the ratio of capital stocks

eventually reaches the raLio of investment shares there will
finally be proportional growth. Therefore by properly

choosing the investment ratio, r, policy makers can alter
the growth patterns in the short run and the final propor-

tíonal growth rates in the long run.

Besides balanced growth, policy makers may choose other

scenarios according to their policy objectives. The most

1ikely are the maximization of consumer goods W2, total out-

put W, or national income Y. If there are no massive changes

in vertical integration and if there are no changes in the b

coefficient, national income and total output will move pro-

portionally and in the same direction. Policy makers are

Iikety to act in the same manner regardfess whether their
objective is to maximize total output W or national income

Y. As total output W has a problem of double-counting, this
section focuses on the policy implication of maximizing con-

sumer goods w2 and national income Y in order to simplify
the analysi s.

If their objective is to maximize consumer goods, policy

makers may have three alternative choices. They may want to
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maximize consumption fevel in a very short time. In this

case, they may choose a small value of r. The extreme case

is that r equals zeÊo, when consumer goods increase at the

highest rate in one year but no further growth will be pos-

sible. It is unlikely for any policy maker to choose this

alternat ive.

Or, they may want to maximize the final equilibrium

growth rate of consumer goods. In this case, they may choose

a high value of r. Às analyzed earlier, the higher the val-

ue of r the higher the growth rate of consumer goods r+ill be

in the infinite future as it will approach the growth rate

of investment I. The limit is r=1. Although for consumer

goods to increase r cannot be set equal to one, it can be

set very cfose to one. However, when r approaches one, gW2

will approach zero in early years, which may not be attrac-

tive to policy makers.

Ànother alternative is to maximize the present value of

consumption over a long time period. This is similar to max-

imizing the area under the gytz curve. As illustrated in Fig-

ure 3.1, the gw2(r') curve is under gw2(r*) at the begin-

ning. The higher the value of r' is, the lower the gw2(r')

curve will be at early years. Ànd when future growth is to

be di scounted , the di f ference between gw2 ( r' ) and gw2 ( r* )

will be smaller than it appeared in Figure 3.1 in later
years. Therefore, the area under gw2(r') is not necessarily

greater than thaL under gw2(r*) . That is to sây, the high
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growth Scenario is not necessarily superior to the balanced

one if the present val-ue of consumptions is to be maximized.

The optimaÌ value of t' , in this case, will depend on the

di scount rate.

When policy makers choose to maximize national income Y'

the optimal value of r is tikely to be set higher than in

the case of proportional growth. Figure 3.1 has demonStrat-

ed that, if a equals a , and b equals b , the gY(r') curve

is always above gY(r*) curve. The conclusion is not so obvi-

ous if the condition of a1 = a2 and b1

Even sor the high growth scenario is still likely to be cho-

sen" rntuitively, r is likeIy to be set higher if the objec-

tive is to maximize Y rather than W2 in finite time. Às the

consumer goods increase at a lower rate the country will

have more producer goods to invest in Department 1 and get

further increases in producer goods which are crucial to

future growth in both producer and consumer goods sectors.

However, the optimal value which maximizes gY will be

different from from that which maximizes gWz. As analyzed

before, when poLicy makers want to maximize consumption in a

Iong time period, the value of r will not necessarily be set

higher than in the case of balanced growth. But, when policy

makers' objective is to maximize national income Y, the high

growth scenario is bound to be chosen aS the gY(r') curve is

always above gY(r*). And the greater the value r', the high-

er the oY(r') curve will- be" So the value of r is likely to
f _ \-
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income Y

be set as high as possible in order to maximize national

. If the policy objective is to maximize total out-

the desire to set a higher value of r may be evenput Vl,

stronger.

3.4 PROBLEMS TN PRÀCTICE

The discussion in the last section indicates that the high

growth scenario will be chosen when the policy objective is

to maximize total output W or national incorne Y. Às a

result, the ratio of investment between two departments, rt

will be set relatively high. However, there are some con-

straints on the value of r. First of all, even though extra

Iabor is always available, Do one will work for nothing.

Therefore when the production in Department 1 is to expand,

r.rage payroll V1 has to increase to accommodate the expan-

sion. Hence, an increase in production in Department 1

itself requires a corresponding increase in Department 2.

Secondly, a decline in per capita consumption is not accep-

table to both consumers and policy makers. As population

increases over time, total consumer goods must increase to

keep consumption unchanged. Thirdly, people may have an

expectation on their consumption leveI and this expectation

will put pressure on policy makers to increase consumer

goods over time.

According to the above analysis,

the value of r may not be socially

beyond a certain point,

and politically accepta-
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ble, or even technically feasible. To achieve a long term

sustained growth of the whole economy, or even the sustained

growth of producer goods alone, the increase of consumer

goods cannot be ignored. Furthermore, it is quite likely

that keeping consumption at a low level for a long time

period may Lower people's morale and thus reduce economic

efficiency. Às a result, the potential of existing produc-

tion capacity may not be fully materialized and some inputs

may even be wasted, i.e., the assumptions of. constant a and

b coefficients may be violated. In this case, the model may

not work as expected. The effect of relatively large

investment on economic arowth may be offset by the effect of

reduced efficiency.

The existing data do not give us the appropriate figures

of capital stocks and investment in either the consumer or

producer goods sector. However, the comparison of the

shares of output and investment among agricultural, light

and heavy industrial sectors may be taken as evidence that

the Chinese government chose the high growLh scenario during

most of the past four decades(See Table 3.1). Another com-

parison, which indicates that the growth of consumer goods

had always faIlen behind that of either total output or

national income before 1979r hây be taken as further evi-

dence that investment in Department 2 had always been less

than proport ional ( See Table 3 .2) .
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TABLE 3.2

Growth of Tota1 Output, National Income and Consumer Goods

Total output National income Consumer goods

----pe rc en t
1 953-57
1 958-62
1 966-7 0
1971-75
1 97 6-80
1981-85

1 953-78
1 97 9-85

11.3 8.9
-3. 1

8.3
5.5
6.0
9.7

6.5
-2.0
5.0
4.9
6.9

10. 5

-0.4
9.3
7.3
8.3

11.0

7.9
10.3

6.0
8.6

4.5
10.5

* The entries in the first six rows are average annual
growth rates for the first Five Year Plan periods.

Source: Chinese State Statistics Bureau. China's Statisti-
cal Yearbook, 1986.

During the First Five Year Plan period(1953-57), this

scenario led to the f ollowing growth rates: '1 1 .3 percent f or

total output, 8.9 percent for national income and 6.7 per-

cent for consumer goods. Às suggested by the model, this

strategy was to bring about higher growth rates for both

total output and national income. Consumer goods would then

be able to increase at an accelerated speed. Àlthough its
growth rate v¡as low at the beginning, it would eventually

increase at the same constant rate as total output and

national income. An annual growth rate of 6.5 percent is

already quite good, Iet alone higher in the future.
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But it was not the case in practice. Even excluding the

critical period of the Great Leap Forward(1958-62), the

annual growth rate of total output had dropped to 9.3 per-

cent during the Third Five Year Plan period(1966-70) and to

7.3 percent during the Fourth Five Year Plan peri-
od( 1 971-75) . The annual growth rate of national income

declined to 8.3 percent in 1966-70, and to 5.5 percent in
1971-75. Ànd that of consumer goods, to 5.0 and 4.9 percent

respectively. On the average, the annual growth rates for
total output, national income, and consumer goods were 7.9,

6.0, and 4.5 percent, respectively, in the time period of

1953-78.

These records indicate that, after 26 years of practice,
this development strategy did not bring about higher growth

in consumer goods production. On the contrary, the growth

rate of consumer goods had declined over time. Even Depart-

ment 1, or the producer goods sector, iLse1f did not benefit
from the strategy for a long tíme. Àlthough it always got

more than a proportional share of investment, its growth

rate declined instead of increasing.

The declines in those growth rates may have been caused

by many factors such as changes in technology or production

structures. However, one apparent reason for the failure of

the strategy is the deterioration of economic efficiency.
Human beings are not machinery. Material rewards, in addi-

tion to spiritual rewards, are necessary to keep them v¡ork-
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ing efficiently. This is supported by the evidence presented

in TabLe 3.2. It is unlikely Lhat Lhe trends in technology

and structural changes have dramatically reversed after
1979. Therefore, the improved growth rates since 1979 are

likeIy due to improved efficiency responded to a significant
increase in consumer goods. This will be discussed later.

The 4.5 percent growth rate of consumer goods during

1953-78 only represents a 2.3 percent increase in per capita

consumption, and most of that increase occured in Lhe early

stage. In rural areas per capita consumption increased only

at an annual rate of 1.7 percent during the 1965-78 period.

I n urban areas , the growth of real vrage rates vras negat ive .

Nominal v¡age rates were kept constant in the period of

1957-78, r+ith real vrage rates actually declining by 12 per-

cent. The level of per capita consumption in urban areas did

increase in the period. However, this r4ras due to the

increase in workers per family. In 1957, 30 percent of urban

population vras employed. This figure was doubled in 1978 to

about 60 percent, which led to the increase in per capita

consumption despite the decline in real- v¡age rate.

The sl-ow growth in consumption, especially the decline in
real wage rates, might have negative effects on work incen-

tives. Às a result, production capacity was not likely to be

fully utilized and inputs h'ere not likely to be used as

effectively as expected. Therefore, the values of a and b

coefficients in the model were likely to have decreased over
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time. If this trend continued: ño matter how much was

invested in the producer goods sector, the growth of total
output and national income could not be pushed further at

the expense of consumer goods.

The failure of the strategy 1ed to a nationwide debate on

the purpose of social production in the late 70's and the

early 80's when the political environment became reLatively
favourable. Most economists in China criticized the previous

policy as being "production for its ovln sake" and prefered

proportional growth at that time. The debate seemed to have

had a positive impact on the new economic policy. Neverthe-

less, the debate suggested that something had to be done and

policy makers responded to this signal by encouraging con-

sumer goods.

A major feature of the economic reform starting in 1979

was the emphasis on a balanced growth in two departments.

Àccording to the Yearbook, the annual growth rates v¡ere 10.3

percent for total output, 8.8 percent for national income,

and 10.5 percent for consumer goods during the 1979-85 peri-
od, with per capita consumption increasing at 9.2 percent

per year.

In this time period, all three growth rates r{ere almost

the same. The more interesting result was that they were all
significantly greater than their counterparts in the previ-
ous time period. Even compared with those at the beginning
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of the previous period,

period, the growth rate

for national- income and

in the First Five Year PIan

1979-85 period was the same

for consumer goods.

1.e.,

in the

higher

The comparison of the situations before and after 1979

might be taken as evidence that Lhe values of a and b are

inversely related to the growth of consumption level. Às the

growth of consumer goods is determined by policy variable r,
the values of a and b are inversely related to the value of

r, at least in a certain range. If economic efficiency is
positively related to the growth of the consumption Ievel, a

sustained growth of producer goods or totaÌ output requires

a certain growth of consumer goods. By the same token, a

sustained growth of consumption requires that the growth of

producer goods is at least as high as that of consumer

goods, otherwise it will soon decline.

Under the current situation, the balanced growth scenario

seems to be the best choice. The growth of consumer goods,

in this scenario, seems to be adequate to maintain the val-
ues of the a and b coefficients at satisfactory levels. The

growth rates of a1l three policy alternatives--totaI output,

nationaL income, and consumer goods--are 1ikely to be sus-

tained, and higher in the long run. The optimal value of r

depends on identifying the mathematical relationship between

r and the a and b coefficients. This is beyond the scope of

this study.
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3.5 ROLE OF COMPULSORY ÀGRTCULTURÀL MÀRKETING SCHEME

Às mentioned before, the compulsory agricultural marketing

scheme was the major policy instrument in implementing the

government' s development strategy. The monopson i st ic pro-

curement quota and the associated low price have successful-

1y restricted peasants' income and consumption, and turned

agricultural surpluses into industrial profit and investment

in the hands of the government.

Lack of comparative data makes it almost impossible to

assess how much of peasants' income has been transfered into

investment in the industrial sector through the scheme. How-

ever, in Lhe case of grain marketing, there is evidence that

the price in the free market hras about 30 percent higher

when the compulsory procurement was implemented in the early 
!

1950's(walker, 1984). During 1979-84, the grain procurement

price was raised by about 98 percent on average, which r,¡as a

part of the economic reform policy. But, even then, the

price in the free market vras still about 40 percent higher..

in 1984^ ( China's Statistical Yearbook, 1 985 ) .

The actual difference between a real competitive market

price and fh" quota price may not necessarily be so big.

State agencies procure most of the grain surpluses through

the quota system. The quantity of grain marketed in the

free market is only the residual. In many years the free 
u

market for grain vras even i11ega1. Following economic

reform, the free market for grain expanded quite rapidly.
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But, even in the mid 1980's, the quantity of grain marketed

through the free market was about five mmt, only about five

percent of what was handled by state agencies. Peasants

could seIl their grain in the free market only after they

had fulfilled their quota obligations. Because the quantity

was so restricted, prices in the free market were not like1y

to be the same as those under more competitive conditions.

Nevertheless, the big gap between free market and quota

prices suggests that a substantial proportion of peasants'

income has been transfered by the marketing scheme.

If vre assume that the real competitive prices of farm

products are about 20 percent higher than average procure-

ment prices, the loss to peasants would be about 20 percent

of. their gross income. Recently the loss has accounted for

about 100 billion yuans a year in total, or 120 yuans per

capita. From 1952 to now, this transfered income accounts

for about 40 percent of the total investment in the whole

economy. The large income transfer has enabled the govern-

ment to carry on its development strategy to the extent it

did in the last decades. Otherwise it could not invest

25-30 percent of total nationaL income every year for such a

Iong time period.

Às analyzed before, such a development strategy might be

quite successful at the beginning. The whole economy, espe-

cialIy the producer goods sector, might increase very rapid-

Iy at the cost of relatively slow growth in the consumer
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goods sector. Sooner or later, the suppressed consumption

would have negative impact on productivity. The growth of

the whole economy would slow down no matter how much nation-

al income was continuously invested.

This large income transfer has restricted Lhe growth of

the agricultural sector itself. During 1952-78, grain pro-

duction increased only 2,5 percent per yearr barely exceeded

the population growth rate. During the period of 1979-84,

the average grain procurement price was raised by about 98 .,

percent. As a result, the income transfer was reduced and

the increased net income stimulated a much faster growth in

grain output--about 5 percent per year. a

But this pace did not continue. Àfter the new "contracted

purchasing" scheme was introduced in 1985, there has been no

further reduction in the income transfer. The neþt policy

may actually have lowered average grain procurement prices

in some areas. As the new contracted purchasing price is the

weighted average of former quota and above quota prices at

1984's 1eve1, peasants will get the same average price if.

they sell the same quantity as they did in 1984. However, if

they sell more to state grain agencies, the additional

delivery will be paid with the same weighted price, which is

10 percent lower than the former above quota price. In this

Àccording to Carter and Zhong(1988), growth rates of major
modern inputs were significantly higher during 1965-78
than during 1979-84. Therefore, the faster growth of
grain and other farm products after 1978 resulted from
policy changes, and price incentives were a major compo-
nent of the change.
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case, the average price for the total delivery wiIl be lower

than what peasants would have received in 1984. With the

inflation rate being about 6 percent for a couple of years

and rising to 18.5 percent in 1988, the actual income trans-

fer from the grain sector may have increased again. Conse-

quently, grain output dropped about 7.4 percent in 1985, and

did not reach 1984's level subsequently. Àlthough the gov-

ernment has called on peasants to make greater efforts to

increase grain production, it is still too early to say how

fast grain output will increase under the current marketing

scheme.

The compulsory marketing scheme has had negative effects

on the growth of the whole economy as well. Às the food bill

accounts for about 50 percent of a househol-d's total expen-

diture, the supply of agricultural products has a very sig-

nificant impact on individuals'actual consurnption and their

moral-e. Before 1978, suppressed agricultural production had

forced the government to use a variety of coupons to dis-

tribute limited consumer goods, especially foodstuffs. Dur-

ing 1979-84, the fast growth of farm products enabled the

government to abolish all coupons for foodstuffs except

grain. The relatively plentiful supply of foodstuf fs vlas

associated with improved efficiency and accelerated growth

of the whole economy.

However,

ly that of

when the growth of

grain, has slowed

some farm products, especial-

down or even declined since
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1985, the shortage of food has not only forced the govern-

ment to restore the coupon system for many kinds of food-

stuffs, but also caused high inflation recently. The infla-

tion rate v¡as about 1 0 percent in both 1986 and 1987 in

urban areas, which may be largely attributed to the shortage

of food and the associated price jump in the free market.

Àccording to official figures, 40 percent urban residents

saw their real income declining in 1987 due to high infla-

tion.

obviously, if this trend continues, it v¡iI1 soon jeopard-

íze the success of any further economic growth. The improve-

ment in efficiency achieved in the last couple of years

might be lost in a very short time period. The recent situ-

ation suggests that, although policy makers have realized

the imporLance of current consumption on the long run eco-

nomic arowth to some extent, the measures taken have proved

i nadequate .
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Chapter IV

PRODUCTIVITY ÀND COMPULSORY MÀRKETTNG

4.1 MARGINAL TNCOME AND INCENTTVES

In the last chapter it þtas argued that the grain procurement

system had suppressed grain production. rn turn, the short-

age in grain supply led to low efficiency in the whole econ-

oñyr which might have contradicted the objective of the

development strategy. The negative impact of the procurement

system on economic efficiency v¡as one of the major costs of

adopting such a system. In this chapter, the effect of the

grain procurement system on productivity in the grain sector

itself is anaì.yzed. Marginal income under various institu-

tional arrangements is taken as a measure of identifying the

impact of the grain procurement system on work incentives.

In the last section, it is shown that the production func-

tion curve may be shifted downward by the procurement sys-

tem.

The relatively low productivity of peasants in socialist

countries such as the Soviet Union and China has attracted

many researchers' attention. Beside physical conditions,

e.g., weather, climate, technology, land and/or capital

labor ratios, the lack of incentives is considered to be a

major factor contributing to low productivity. There are
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two institutional arrangements which are considered respon-

sible for the Ìow work incentives in collective farming.

One is the production organization and the other is the com-

pulsory procurement system(nonin and Putterman, 1987).

Àlthough a production organization of any kind may have

various motivations, when its individual members make deci-

sion regarding their labor supplyr êconomic rewards seem to

be the most important f actor ( I sraelsen,'1 980 ) . The type of

organization determines how total income is distributed
among the members, while the procurement scheme determines

how much is the total income. Jointty, they determine an

individual's total and marginal incomes. Following IsraeI-

sen, an individual's marginal income is taken as the measure

of his/her work incentive for purpose of this study.

Obviously, given the number of workers and the total
income of a production organization, an individual's margi-

nal income varies with the type of the organization. Israel-

sen suggests three types of theoretically pure organíza-

tions, namely, commune, collective, and capitalist farms.

These are used in examining how an individual's marginal

income is determined by the internal distribution system.

Since there exists no such pure model in reality, a mixed

commune-collective model is examined.

À commune is defined

total income of the

as a producer co-operative in which

co-operative is distributed accord-!L-
L ¡IE
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ing to need. For the sake of simplicity, each member is

assumed to get an equal share of the total. A collective is

defined as another kind of co-operative in which the total
income of the co-operative is distributed according to work.

À worker on a competitive capitalist farm is paid with the

r,rage rate determined in the labor market.

In examining an individual's work incentive in the three

types of organizations, some equations are adopted from

Israelsen's research. Às he did not explicitly incorporate

rent (fixed cost) into the function of marginal income, this
study tries to derive the marginal income function with

fixed cost included. The effect of the procurement system on

work incentive, under lhis situation, is analyzed. A model

of the mixed commune-collective farm is also developed in

this study to give a closer assessment of work incentives in

Chinese reality.

Àccording to Israelsen, if identical production functions

are assumed for all three types of organizations, with labor

being the only variable factor and output price fixed (equal

to 1 for simplicity)r5 the total income, Y, of each farm is:
(4.1) Y = F(L),

5 Someone may argue that producer cooperatives may have dif-
ferent production functions, namely, lower output/input
ratios caused by mismanagement and inefficient supervi-
sion. This might hppen if the cooperatives are assigned
other political or social objectives. However, in this
sLudy, producer cooperatives are assumed to be voluntary
institutions and purely economic organizations, r.rorking
for the benefits of their members. Therefore, these coop-
eratives can be as efficient as any capitalist and private
farm.
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where p(l) is the production function with L being the total

labor supply on the farm. FoIIowing Israelsenr w€ initially

assume no fixed cost. Later we consider the effect of fixed

cost on an individual's marginal income.

The total labor hours L

tributed by all n members on

n(q.z) r- =E,l¡ ,
i.l

where I¡ is the labor hours

the summation of those con-

farm such that

contributed by ith worker"

r.s

the

Then,

(4.3)

uis/her

uct ( See

(4.4)

Àn

tive
(4.s)

(4.6)

marginal

Àppendi x

dv.'¡
drì

an individual's income on a commune is:

= (t/n)r(l).v

individual's total

farm are:

Y¡ = (r¡/r-)r(r-)'

9. = 
t' 

F,(L) +
dr¡ L

t¡ 1¡ 
.

=-MP+(1-)ÀP,
LL

which is a convex combination of marginal and average prod-

ucLs"

income is a fraction of the marginal prod-

B for details"):
11

F'(L) = - MP.
nn

and marginal incomes on a collec-

and

(l F(L)
I¡
L

1

L
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On a capitalist
income are:
(+.1) yi = wl¡ r

farm, an individual's income and marginal

and

w,
dli

where w is the r.Iage rate determined in the Labor market.

Under the condition that farms are free to make their

production decisions all farms wiIl operate in the range of

positive marginal product and falling average product. This

means that the condition

(4.8)

hold "

paid

rium"

with

dy

ÀP>

addi t ion , workers on the

the marginal product such

capitalist farm will be

that w = MP in equilib-

In

It is clear that, if AP > MP, a convex combination of AP

and MP is greater than MP. Thus, under competitive condi-

tions and provided all farms operate in the optimal range,

members on a collective farm wilI have the highest marginal

income and hence greatest work incentives. Those on a com-

mune wiIl have lowest marginal income and least work incen-

tives. The marginal income and work incentives on a capital-

ist farm will be in between. Therefore, Israelsen's model

suggests that, given all the above assumptions, a collective

farm may provide peasants with greater work incentives than

a capitalist farm could, ât Least in theory.6

6 The suggestion
paid more than

tha t
their

members
marginal-

of collective farms
products contradicts

may be
Euler's
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The vaJ-idity of this interesting result depends on many

assumptions. We shall- examine the effects of relaxing some

of the assumptions. First, Iet us consider the effect of

fixed cost C. Israelsen examined the effect of an increase

in rent (fixed cost) on work incentives, but he did not show

the marginal income function with fixed cost included.

Àfter introducing fixed cost C, the total distributable
income or total net income will be

(4.9) y = r'(L) - c.

On a commune r p€rsonal income becomes

(4.10) y, = (1/n)[r'(r.) c],-l

which is lower than that in the case of fixed cost excluded.

But the marginal income is the same:

dy
(4.11) F'(L).

dl¡ n

total and marginal incomes of workers on

v¡i11 not be changed by introducing fixed

are determined in the labor market.

On a collective farm, however, an individual's marginal

income will change because the fixed cost wiII be multiplied

by his/her share of labor input which is a variable in the

individual's income function. In this case, the total and

theorem for the following two reasons: first, since total
net income is distributed entireJ.y according to'work, no
remuneration is given to capital except for depreciation.
Second, while Euler's theorem reguires constant return to
scale, the production function assumed here has only one
variable input with decreasing return, and with other
inpuLs fixed. So Eu1er's theorem does not apply"

1

Both

fa rm

they

a capitalist
cost C, as
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marginal

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.15)

dri

dv.

dli

v¡here a, 0 < a <

put.

incomes of an individual

Y¡ = (r¡ll)[r'(l) - c],
dY; I¡ ]'
-j- = Mp + (1 - 

-r 
)

become

and

NÀP,
dIiLL

where NÀP is the net average product per labor hour, i.e.,

the average val-ue added by each labor hour. For an average

member, i.e., Li/r = 1/n, equation (+.1¡) becomes

dv.i1
(q.l+) -t 

= - MP + (l - -) NAP, or
n

1

n

1

n

MP + (l ) aÀP,

, is the ratio of net to gross totaL out-
n

Obviously, the marginal income and hence the work Íncen-

tives are higher on a collective farm than on a commune. But

the comparison between collective and capitalist farms is

not so clear. For the marginal income to be higher on a col-

lective farm, i.e. ,

( I - 1/n) ¡laP + 1/n MP > MP, oF

(l 1/n) NÀP > (l - 1/n) ue,

condition NÀP > MP must hold. Otherwise the individual mem-

ber's marginat income wi 11 be l-ower than the marginal prod-

uct which is assumed to be equal to the wage rate on a capi-

ta1 i st farm.
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Às pointed out by Cameron, the conventional analysis of

marginal income may not apply to co-operative enterpris-

es(Cameron, 1973a). He argues that an individual's decision

to work an extra hour may not be independent of the deci-

sions made by other members in the same cooperative. Some

members who have the same preference may make exactly the

same decision. In this case, a member may know in advance

that his/her decision to work or not to work will be fol-

lowed by certain amount of other members, and he/she must

take this into consideration in calculating expected margi-

naI income.

Under this situation, the expected marginaf income is

different from that resulting from independent decision mak-

ing. rf m members in the cooperative of n members in total,

m<

totat labor input with respect to the labor input of anyone

among the m members is equal to m, not one. Therefore, by

using the chain ru1e, equations (+. I I ) and (4.1 5) become:

dv. m
(4.16)

(4 .17 )

It is

expec ted

dri n

m

n
F'(L) MP, and

m

MP + (1 -) aÀP.
dv.-¡ m

dli n n

not di f f icult to f ind

marginal incomeT under

out that the

i n te rdependen t
comparison of

decision mak-

7 Following Cameron(1973a\, we refer to the marginal income
in the situat.ion of interdependent decision making in co-
operative enterprises as expected marginal income for con-
ven i ence .
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ing leads to the same conclusion as in the case of indepen-

dent decision making. Às long as not all members in the

cooperative act in the same wâY, i.e., as long as m <

expected marginal income on a commune is a fraction of mar-

ginal product. Its magnitude varies with m and is generally

greater than that in the case of independent decision mak-

ing. On a collective farm, the expected marginal income is

still a convex combination of marginal and net average proo-

ucts. As weights of the two components have changed, the

absolute value of the expected marginal income is generally

smaller than that in the case of independent decision mak-

ing. However , it i s st i I1 greater than marginal product ,

which is supposed to be the wage rate on a capitalist farm,

under the condition NAP > MP, or aAP > MP.

The validity of the inequality depends on two factors.

The first is the magnitude of coefficient a. The greater the

value of a, i.e., the higher the ratio of net to total out-

put, the more likely the inequality will stand. The second

is the difference between average and marginal products. The

greater the difference, the more likeIy the condition will

hold.

Both

be tween

the value

ÀP and MP

of coef f ic ient a and the di f ference

strongly influenced by output price.

price raises the values ot total,
products by the same percentage. But

are

Àn increase

average, and

the percentage

Ín output

marginal
.: --- : ^lncrease r.¡¡ ¡ìet average product is higher
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given that the fixed cost is not affected by the increase in

output price. Therefore, after adjusting the scale of meas-

urement, it can be viewed as that a higher output price

leads to a higher val-ue of coef f icient â, which wilI shif t

aÀP curve upr given TP, ÀP, and MP curves. Àt the same

time, a higher output price pushes the optimal output to a

higher J-evel, which will increase Iabor input and enlarge

TP, AP, YIP

It TP

aa

AP

A

0 Lt L*ñ

Figure 4.1 Price Effect on Marginal Income on a Collective
Fa rm

the gap between ÀP and ¡tP(See Figure 4" 1. )

If. the output price is P*, the optimal labor

of workers between

input level

2¿

L

is L*, given the preference
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l-eisure. At this point, aÀP curve is below MP curve. This

means, ât this input/output level and relative output price,

a capitalist farm r.¡itI provide workers with higher marginal

income. When the output price increases to P**r aÀP curve is

shifted up to aÀP' and the optimal input level increases to

L**. At this input/output Ievel, aAP' curve is above MP

curve which indicates that a collective farm wiIl provide

its members with higher marginal income and greater work

incent ives.

From the above analysis, it is obvious that, although a

commune is deemed to provide lower marginal income compared

with a capitalist farm, a collective farm may not be. The

comparison between collective and capitalist farms, in terms

of marginal income, depends on the shape of the production

function curve and the relative output price.

In many developing countries where agricultural labor

supply is abundant, the marginal product of labor is quite

low. This is especially true in China. China's farm land/la-

bor ratio is among the lowest in the world and peasants are

restricted to farming in their home villages. The opportuni-

ty cost of labor was almost zero up to the late 1970's.

Therefore output was pushed close to maximum while marginal

product went down to near zero. In this case, a collective

farm seems Lo be able to provide higher marginal income and

greater work incentives to its members than a capitalist

farm couId.
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4.2 MÀRGINAL INCOME IN THE PEOPLE'S COMMUNE

Unlike its name, China's People's Commune is not a pure com-

mune as defined earlier in this study. Theoretically, it is

a kind of producer cooperative. À11 means of production are

collectively owned and members contribute only their labor

and share income accordingly. But it is not a pure collec-

tive as defined above either. In reality the People's Com-

mune is a mixture of the two "pure" types of cooperatives.

In theory, net income in the People's Commune is supposed

to be distributed "according to work". À workpoint system

was developed for internal distribution purposes. Àn indi-

vidual member eârns a certain guantity of workpoints upon

the completion of a specified task or after working a speci-

fied time period. The workpoints are accumulated for each

member. By the end of a year, total net income is divided by

the total number of workpoints and each member gets his/her

share.

However , in pract ice , some port ion of the total net

income is distributed "according to need". Basic necessi-

ties, especially f ood, are normalJ-y rationed with littIe

difference among members, no matter how much work one has

done or whether one is not in labor force at all. At the

very beginning food was provided free, and the rest of the

income was distributed according to one's accumulated work-

points. Soon this free provision of food was abandoned as it

contributed a great deal to the disaster of 1959-62(Chinn,
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1978 and Putterman, 1 985 ) . Àfter the short experimenta]

period, individual members had to pay for the rationed food

and other products produced on the farm. But as those prod-

ucts, especially food, were under-priced, the ration, which

was usually unrelated to workpoints, was in fact a kind of

internal subsidy and partial distribution "according to

needt'.

The workpoint system itsel-f was not necessarily a measure

serving distribution purely "according to work". There !.¡ere

two methods of ccunting workpoints. When workpoints were

assigned to a specified task and an individual earned his/

her workpoints upon the completion of the work, the system

was quite consistent with the principle of "according to

work", provided that the quantity of workpoints $tas consis-

tent with the difficulty of the work and the required time

in doing the work. This may be calLed a "piecework" system.

Another approach was the "labor-rating" system. Under

this system, the quality of each member's labor was rated

and "standard" workpoints were assigned to his/her Iabor

hour. Àn individual earned his/her workpoints according to

his/her labor hours and "standard" workpoints. In this caset

there woul-d be a departure from the principle of "according

to work". The difference among the "standard" workpoints

assigned to individual members might not reflect the true

difference in labor qualities, let alone the true difference

in the work done. It might respond to other criteria such as

equality and political attitude(chinn, 1978) .
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If every task were well monitored and supervised, and if
the rating truly reflected the real contribution to the

final output, there would be little difference between the

two systems. However , given the di ff iculty and bias in

labor-rating and the difficulties in monitoring and super-

vising, the "labor-rating" system is like1y to be inferior
to the "Diecework" system in terms of incentives and effi-
ciency.

Under the "l-abor-rating" system, a worker was concerned

only with the hours he/she worked, which earned, him/her

workpoints. They might not care whether the work vras proper-

ly done or whether the work was useful at aII. The incen-

tives for them to work longer might be higher but the incen-

tives for them to work efficiently brere lower compared with

what would happen under the "piecework" system.

On the other hand, as there was Iittle difference in

labor-rating for different workers, the incentives might be

lower for prime workers but higher for others. As Lhe sys-

tem might result in small difference in hours worked, and

even smaller difference in workpoints earned by different
workers, it vras a special kind of measure to approach equal-

ity. Às such, the "labor-rating" system might increase the

share of equal distribution among all members.

Hence, even if a theoretically pure collective provides

greater work incentives than a capitalist farm under certain
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circumstances, the People's Commune may not do so under the

same conditions. In this case, the internaf distribution

system plays an important role. It determines whether the

Peop1e's Commune is more like a pure commune or a pure col-

Iective, and it narro!¡s the range in which the Peop1e's Com-

mune is able to provide higher marginal income aS a colfec-

tive.

Therefore, a model which combines the characteristics of

a pure commune and a pure collective is needed in analyzing

the work incentives on a Chinese People's Commune. For the

sake of simplicity, Iet us assume that a proportion of totaL

net income is distributed "according to need", oE equally

distributed among members, and the rest is distributed truly

"according to work". Then, the individual's income in the

People's Commune can be described as follows:
(4.18) yi b/n [r(r) - c] + (1-b) 1¡/L [n(l) - c],

where b

(4.19)
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erence and

decision to

chain rule,

(4.21)

know in advance that they will make the same

work or not to work an extra hour. Using the

their expected marginal income is as follows:

dv.
'J

dri
i
n

m

n

m

On the other hand,

tem, i.e., given the

the magnitude of the

MP + (l b) ( 1 -) NÀP

MP + (l b) ( 1 ) aÀP.

given the internal distribution sys-

val-ue of b, the comparison depends on

gap between marginal and net average

n

i
n

Clearly, the comparison of marginal income on a People's

Commune and that on a capitalist farm depends on the share

of egual di str ibut ion on the Commune, and the di f ference

between marginal and net average products at the existing

production Ievel-. When the total income is entireì.y distrib-

uted according to work, i.e., b=0, the marginal income on

the Commune is a convex combination of marginal and net

average products and hence greater than marginal product

which is the marginal income on the capitalist farm. On the

contrary, when the total income is equally distributed among

a}l members, the marginal income on the Commune is a frac-

tion of marginal product and less than the marginal income

on the capitalist farm. Besides the two extremes, given the

gap between marginal and net average products, the compari-

son depends on the share of egual distribution, i.e., the

val-ue of b.
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products as long as b<1 . Às the procurement system strongly

influences the level of production through the quota assign-

ment, and sometimes to a l-esser extent through price incen-

tives, its impact on the magnitude of the gap between margi-

naL and net average products is very significant. When the

gap is sufficiently large and the value of b is sufficiently

smaI1, a Peop1e's Commune may provide its members with high-

er work incentives than a capitalist farm does.

The formula for marginal income suggests that the work

incentives on a Chinese Peop1e's Commune depend on the

internal distribution system and the procurement price.s The

Iarger the share of distribution "according to need", the

less the work incentives. Ànd the higher the procurement

price, the greater the work incentives.

This is supported by history. When the Commune $¡as first

established in late 1 958, food was provided free, which

alone accounted for more than 50 percent of net income, and

the "fabor-raLing" system was used to substitute for the

"piecework" system which had been dominant in the previous

Advanced Producers' Cooperative (Chinn r l 978) . AII labor vlas

paid approximately equalLy as the difference in labor-rating

was quite small at that time. ÀI1 together, the share of

equal distribution, b, v¡as estimated at about 0.7-0.8 in the

Chinn study (0.5 for free provision of food,s and the other

I In the case
is the above

of above quota delivery, the
quota price, otherwise quota

Chinn, free provision of farm

-84

relevant measure
price may apply.

products was ase According to



0.2-0.3 for the lack of di f ference in labor-rat ing ) . Thi s

internal distribution system, along with the low procurement

price, partly ted to the big drop in agricuftural production

during 1959-62(Chinn, 1978 and Putterman, 1985). Compared

with 1959, grain production dropped by 26 percent in 1961,

from 193.5 to 143.2 mmt. There might have been many other

causes, but lack of incentives must be a major one.

To overcome the crisis, the Commune vtas reorganized after
1961. The basic accounting and distribution functions were

shifted from the Commune to the Brigade and then to the Pro-

duction Team. The "piecework" system was restored as the

main method of counting workpoints. Free food provision was

abolished, but grain was still under-priced. Às the grain

price h'as usually 40 percent higher in the free market and

as grain rationing accounted for about 50 percent of net

income, the value of b might have gone dor+n to 0.15-0.2. On

the other hand, the grain procurement price was raised by 89

percent from 1959 to 1962 while the prices of manufactured

inputs were increased by only 10 percent at the same time.

Therefore, at the same output level, the marginal income in

1962 would be 5-6 times higher than that in 1959. Presum-

ably, the improved work incentives were one major source of

the recovery after 1962.

high as 70-80 percent on some Communes at that time.
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During the "CuItural Revolution" ( 1 966 -76) , "fabor-rating"
was wideì.y used again f ollowing the "Learning f rom Dazhai "

Drive, and the procurement price¡ which was below the 1962's

level, v¡as kept almost constant in the ten years. Thus it
was no wonder why grain production had increased so slow-

Iy(about 3 percent a year), even though modern inputs, such

as chemical fertilizers, irrigation equipment and tractors,
had been increased very quickly(12.5 to 56.7 percent annual-

ly in the time period of 1965-78).

Since 1979, various types of "production responsibility
systems" have been adopted in China' s agriculture. The

essence of all of these "responsibility systems" except the

so-called "fuII responsibility system", is to link one's

income, both in-kind and cash, to one's performance or to

the outcome of one's work. In this case, the value of b has

been brought down to zero 
"

On the other hand, the procurement prÍce increased by 78

percent during 1979-83. The big increase in the procurement

price led to a greater value of average product AP, and

greater value of coefficient a. Thus, the marginal income of

grain producers in 1983 is likely to be Lwice as high as

that in 1978. Improved work incentives are believed to be

the major source of the rapid growth in grain production

during the period of 1978-84, about five percent a year.
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Àfter 1983, the "fulI responsibility system" became the

dominant institution in China's agriculture. Under this sys-

tem, the use of farm l-and was contracted to individual

households. Àfter deduction of tax and certain fixed charg-

es for local administration, public service and welfare

expenditures, the net income was held entirely by the fami-

ly. In fact, it was a kind of private farming. The marginal

income under this system was the vaLue of the marginal prod-

uct, the same as on a capitalist farm.

Given Lhe production function and output l-evel, the value

of the marginal product depends solely on the procurement

price. There has been no significant change in price since

1984. Às a result, grain production has gone down from the

1984 leve1. It indicates that, compared with other forms of

"responsibility system", going back to private farming did

not bring about further increase in grain production, when

the price did not increase further.

Under other forms of "responsibility systems", a produc-

tion team is very close to a "pure" collective. The marginal

income of labor should be roughly egual to a convex combina-

tion of marginal and net average products. Under the "full
responsibility syst€ffi", a peasant family is basically a pri-
vate producer, and the marginal income should be equal to

marginal product. Às the current value of a is around 0.5 in

grain productionr lo collective farming would provide higher

1 o According to
the cost of

China' s Stat i st ical Yearbook 1 986
ts accounted for 38

in 1985,
percent ofmaterial 1 npu
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work incentives in the range where ÀP >

duction has Iike1y been pushed up close to its maximum, mar-

ginal product MP should be very sma1l. Therefore, the ine-

quality, ÀP >

farming under some "responsibility system" is likely to pro-

vide higher work incentives than private farming.

Àlsor âs there is no internal distribution effect in both

cases, the change in work incentives will respond solely to

changes in procurement price. In coll-ective farming, the

derivative of marginal income with respect to price can be

roughly expressed as follows(See Àppendix s.):

(4.22)
d(aAP) aa

=
dI¡ dp dp

When m members make the same

expected marginal income to

dz y¡ d [m/n MP
(4 "23)

dl¡ dp

+ (l

mda
(l

+1
dp

decision, the response of their
price change becomes

+ (l - m/n) aÀPl

dp

mda_)(_ + 1)
ndp

d2 v.

m

n

) +1
n dp

But it will be smaller in private farming:

total value output in the
were no data available on
the expenditure on capital-
cent of total revenue from
ciation being considered,
percent of the total value

whole cropping sector. There
capital depreciation. However,
goods accounted for 16.3 per-
cropping. with capital depre-
the net output is around 50

product.
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2

(4.24)
d Y¡ dMP

dI¡ dp dp

It is clear that the

on a coLlective than

incentrve response to price is

da/dp > o

grea te r

on a private farm, as

Thus, if the optimal output is in the range of AP > 2MP,

a coLlective farm may produce more grain than wiII a private

farm. Given the same preference between income and Ieisure,

an individual is IikeIy to work longer when marginal income

is higher. A simil-ar increase in price will stimulate higher

output on a collective than on a private farm. However,

when a production or delivery quota is imposed, the procure-

ment price 1 1 is IikeJ-y to be substantially below what is

required to produce the same quantity under optimum condi-

tions. Then the negative effect of price on work incentives

is also greater on a coll-ective than on a private farm.

4.3 PRODUCTION EFFTCIENCY AND PROCURE}4ENT POLICY

Many authors have attributed the low work incentives to the

difficulties in monitoring and supervising farming activi-

ties. For instance, J. Y. Lin assumed that the degree of

supervision determined the work incentives in Chinese Peo-

ple's Communes. In his opinion, the cost of supervision was

so high that there was no supervision at aII. As a result,

each individual got fu11 workpoints for the hours worked,

Whether the relevant procurement price is the quota or
above quota price depends on whether the collective farm
makes above quota delivery or not. In general, the above
quota price seems not high enough to stimulate the
desired production and delivery.

1t
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but not for the true efforts contributed to the final out-

put. Only under the "household responsibility system" ("full-

responsibifity system"), which in fact was a kind of private

farming, would the supervision be perfect (Lin, 1 988 ) .

The actual hours may differ from the true efforts con-

tributed to the final output. The difficulty in supervision

is only one of the factors responsible for the difference.

The internal distribution system, and the nature of forced

Iabor due to the quota system are two other and probably

more irnportant factors. The effect of the internal distribu-

tion system has been analyzed earlier, and the effect of the

forced work is discussed in the next section. The cost of

supervision may not be as high as Lin believed. In a tradi-

t ional agr iculture 1 i ke China' s , the team management may

have good knowledge, from past experience, oh what work

should be done and when it should be done, and on v¡hat guan-

tity and quatity should be reguired for that work. Their

knowledge may improve over time. ÀIsor any loss due to

imperfect supervision, i f it is inevitable, should be

weighed against the gain in the economy of scale. Às irriga-

tion is crucial to Chinese agriculture, some scale or coor-

dination is necessary for any effective farming. Therefore,

if a production team is a true co-operative, in terms of

voluntary and open membership, distribution based on the

"according to work" prínciple, and autonomy in decision mak-

ing, the efficiency loss due to imperfect supervision may

not exceed the efficiency gain in the economy of scale.
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So, if the policy objective is to increase grain produc-

tion, it is not necessary to go back to prívate farming.

Rather, the production team should be made a true collec-

tive. Ànd more importantly, the market should be competi-

tive. That could be done by gradually abolishing the pro-

curement system. Às a start, the procurement price should be

gradually increased. When the price reaches the point at

which the output leve1 chosen by peasants themselves is

egual to the quota, the quota itself will no longer be need-

ed. If the policy objective is to increase production

beyond that IeveI, the best way to achieve the target might

be the use of price instruments in the long run.

Up to now, grain production in China has been assumed

efficient whether on a commune, a collective, a capitalist
or a private farm. Producers are assumed to make their own

decision according to relative prices. And the output is

always on the production frontier curve. However, it is not

iikely to be the case in reality. There are many factors

influencing production efficiency, such as the non-economic

objectives of the production organization, the internal

structure, the quality of labor, especially that of manage-

ment, and the market conditions. In this study we will only

discuss the impact of procurement policy, which is consid-

ered important in any time and under any condition.

procurement system isThe objective of

ensure the quantity
compul sory

state gra in

Lhe to

low^E
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prices in order to extract funds for industrial development.

Under this system, there must exist a gap between the quan-

tity set by quota and the quantity that peasants are willing

to produce given the price. In a sense, peasants are forced

to produce beyond the optimal level from their own point of

view. It can be anticipated that enforced work will not be

done as efficiently as work by one's own choice. Thus, under

the procurement system, grain output is quite likely to be

l-ov¡er than it would be in the case of free choice at the

same labor input level. Àt least this is the case when the

quota i s beyond t.he opt imal output l-evel determined by the

F(L)

F (r)'

o

o"
c'

4

0( P')
l¡

0 L(P') L (0I:L(P',) úal!¡', L

Figure 4.2: Effect of Procurement on Production Efficiency

procurement price(See Figure 4.2.)
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Given the production function r(l) and the procurement

price p', the optimal output level is Q(p'), and the input

level, l(p'). But the guantity of output imposed by quota is

Q", which is higher than Q(p'). If the price is higher at

p", Q" might be the optimal output leve1 by peasants' own

choice. Then they might be willing to supply their labor up

to the level L(Q" ) = L(p' ) .

However, given the price p' and the quota quantity Q",

there is a gap between the 1evel of labor supply chosen by

peasants and that required by quota. Às forced by delivery

quota, the extra labor input beyond r,(p') is like1y to be

less ef f ic ient on coll-ect ive f arms. So the total input of

L(Q") may not produce the required output level Q". with

less efficient work, the same labor input L(Q") may produce

only Q' . To achieve the reguired output level Q", labor

input might be necessary to increase to L(Q")'. In other

words, the output will not be on the production curve F(L)

beyond r,(p'). It will be below the F(L) curve at some point

beyond L(p'). Or, it can be viewed as a part of the produc-

tion curve F(t) which has been shifted down to F(L)'.

In this situation, the effective labor supply is differ-

ent from the actual one. The loss in production efficiency

is the result of the procurement system. The smaller the gap

between Q(p') and Q", the smaller the efficiency loss will

be. Àt one extreme, if the price increases to p" and the

quota is kept at Q", then the gap between L(Q") and L(p")
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becomes zero. The effective labor supply is equal to the

actual one, and the same output Q" will be produced by l-ess

Iabor compared with the case of price being set at p'. This

is supported by the experience after 1979. When the grain

procurement price vras largely increased during 1979-84, the

output was significantly increased, with less labor input

than before.

However, if Q(p*) = Q*, or p(Q*) * P*, the procurement

system itself is no longer necessary. Àt least its nature

will be changed, say, to a kind of price support system. So,

if the current procurement system continues to exist for

some reason, there is likely to be a loss in production

ef f ic iency.

From the above discussion, it is clear that the procure-

ment system is a major factor contributing to the relative-

ly l-ow labor productivity in China's agriculture. If the

production team is close to a true collective, it might be

able to provide greater work incentives compared with a pri-

vate farm. Whether the magnitude of the marginal income is

sufficient to stimulate enough labor input depends on the

procurement price. On the other hand, production efficiency

is al-so largely determined by procurement policy. Therefore,

given technology, the changes in procurement policy will

determine the direction of the changes in the labor produc-

tivity in China's grain production.
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Chapter V

REGIONÀL GRAIN TRÀNSACTIONS ÀND COMPÀRÀTIVE
ÀDVÀNTAGE

5.1 PROBLEMS IN REGIONÀL GRÀIN TRANSÀCTIONS

Às mentioned earlier, the Iow work incentives and the fail-

ure to make use of comparative advantage are the two major

costs of implementing the grain procurement system. In this

chapter, the problems which prevent efficient grain trans-

actions among regions are identified. The magnitude of the

potential- Ioss in grain production due to the rigid procure-

ment quota is assessed with a model which takes the sown

area ratio of cotton to grain as the measure of specializa-

tion, and the return ratio of cotton to grain as the measure

of comparative advantage. Because of the irnperfection of the

data, the results are only illustrative.

with 9.6 million sguare kilometers, China is the third

largest country in the world. Given the variations in cli-

mate, topography and soils, one would expect to see substan-

tial diversification in China's agriculture. This would

imply significant exchanges of agricultural products among

provinces, and between China and foreign countries. However,

this does not seem to be the case. Inter-provincial grain

shipments only account for about five percent of total
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nat ional consumpt ion 1 2 (rtre World Bank , 1 985 ) . Every

ince essentially relies on 1ocal grain supply. Other

are grolrn only when some farm land is left. Therefore,

production is dominant throughout the entire country.

prov-

c rops

grain

The domination of grain production in China's agriculture

is understandable in that China has to rely on domestic

grain production to feed her one billion people, with a cer-

tain quantity of import as a necessary suppJ.ement. I f China

vrere to imporL '1 0 to 20 percent of her annual grain consump-

tion, the total world exporL would have to expand by 20 to

4A percent, or 40 to 80 mmt a year. This is not easy to do.

Even if the expansion in grain supply is feasible, the price

will go very high in the short run, and China may have tre-

mendous difficulties in finding foreign exchange. Àbove all,

national security is the major concern in this matter. It is

believed too dangerous to put a nation's destiny in the

hands of foreign grain suppliers. To secure grain supply

and to reduce the reliance on imports, China appears ready

to pay the cost--unrealized gain in specialization and

trade.

But the rationale of grain self-sufficiency for the whole

country does not hol-d for each province. Inter-provincial-

grain transaction does little harm to national security. On

12 Àccording to the WorId Bank, interprovincial grain ship-
ment was 22 mmt in 1982-83. There is no reason to assume
that the figure s¡ould be substantially different in other
years, so interprovincial grain shipment is estimated at
about five percent of the total consumption.
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the contrary, diversified agriculture benefits the country

as a whole and does not impair the policy of grain self-suf-
ficiency as long as China does not have to allocate all ara-

ble land to grain production.

However, the theory of comparative advantage was viewed

by Chinese leaders as a pseudoscience to defend the exploi-
tation of poor countries by imperialist powers. Therefore it
had nothing to do with socialist planned economy. On the

other hand, Chinese leaders saw the danger of war in the

late 1950's. To reduce the impact of hostilities if they

were to occur, many factories in coastal areas were ordered

to move inland and sometimes to remote mountain areas. Prob-

ably partly because of this misjudgment and partly based on

his ideologyr Mao went on to argue that no province should

be dependent on other provinces for its grain supply. Mao's

argument was turned into a formal government policy and car-

ried out through the existing compulsory procurement system.

Throughout the entire 1 960's and 70's , grain sown areas

accounted for 70-80 percent of the total in aI1 provinces.

The sLate assigned a grain procurement quota as v¡ell as a

grain sown area plan to each province, right down to each

production unit. Only when there was extra land left could

peasants grow other crops. The second largest crop was cot-
ton whichr âs with many other cash crops, v¡as also subject

to a procurement quota and a sown area plan. The procure-

ment quota and soi{n area plan made it impossible for peas-
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ants to utilize the comparative advantage of their farm land

in growing different crops. They had to meet the quota and

plan requirements. The l-oss of unrealized gain from special-

ization and regional exchange might be quite significant.

Under the rigid marketing scheme, the significant ine-

quality in grain production, in terms of per capita output,

was responsible for the big difference in grain consumption

Ieve1s, especially among rural areas. Às mentioned before,

one policy objective of the grain marketing system v¡as to

make better use of the Iimited grain supply, which may imply

making consumption levels more or less egual when grain sup-

ply was short. However, past practice has prevented this

objective from being achieved. As grain prices were kept

Iow, and state subsidies went to consumers rather than pro-

ducers, no one v¡as willing to ship out grain surpluses. I f a

province had any grain surplus, it preferred to use that

surplus as industrial input Lo produce something more prof-

i table .

The contradiction between the policy objective and its

measure did not draw much aLtention until the late 1970's.

When grain was short almost everywhere, no one would seri-

ously consider shipping grain from less deficit area to more

deficit areas, except in some extreme cases. Howeverr this
problem became apparent in the late 1970's and early 1980's

when grain surplus was relatively significant in some areas.

During the course of economic reform, various kinds of pro-
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duction responsibility systems and increased purchasing

prices stimulated grain production. The national average

grain output per capita increased by 24 percent from 316 to

394 kilograms during the 1978-84 period. However, due to

regional inequalities, provincial averages ranged from 230

to 550 ki lograms in the early 1 980' s. Because of the

inflexibility of procurement quota and subsidy schemes,

peasants in some areas were complaining of "difficulties in

selling grain" whi 1e of f ic ial f igures v¡ere showing that 30

million people did not have enough to eat.

I t i s no doubt that insuf f ic ient storage , transport and ,/,

other marketing infrastructure facilities v¡ere one major

factor contributing to the "difficulties in selling grain".

However, as the situation continued for years, it is iikely

that the subsidy scheme $tas directly responsible for this

rather irrationaf phenomenon. Às the grain purchasing price

was much higher than the retail price, grain marketing v¡as

unprofitable and state grain agencies lost their interest in

marketing grain beyond quota obligation. The situation

became worse when the surplus grain h'as shipped to other

provinces. The subsidies from the central government went to

consumers in importing provinces but the exporting provinces

had to invest in marketing facilities at their own expense

in order to handle the extra quantity of grain, and there

would be no economic return to the investment,
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Therefore, while the formal policy was to encourage grain

production, it has been discouraged in surplus areas where

grain v¡as more likely to have comparative advantage over

other crops. The situation would not change the situation

too much by subsidizing producers rather than consumers, as

long as grain marketing l¡as unprofitable and grain could be

used to produce something profitable, local and provincial

governments would be reluctant to expand their grain

exports. They would prefer to see Lhat grain surplus becom-

ing industrial profit in which they had shares. In this

case, grain production would be restricted by locaI demand,

no matter how the country as a whole would benefit from spe-

cialization and regional exchange"

But, when the grain purchasing price is set to extract

agricultural surplus, grain marketing can hardly become a

profitable business. The procurement quota ¡ consequently,

is determined in pol-itical process, partly based on past

records and partly subject to central-provincial bargaining

powers. The utilization of comparative advantage in various

crops is hardly possible under the rigid procurement system,

although the theory has been recognized as valid and dis-

cussed openly since the late 1970's.
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5.2 IMPLTCÀTION FOR CHINA'S AGRICULTURE

The classical theory of comparative advantage suggests that

labor productivity differential determine a country's spe-

c iat i zat ion in product ion and the di rect ion of trade. 1 3

Although the Ricardian form of the theory assumes constant

marginal product(or constant marginal cost) and equal wage

rate in a country, which may not hold in the real world, its

basic concept is sound in a wide range of cases after prop-

erly modi fying assumpt ions.

Originatly the theory was used to explain the specializa-

tion of production and the direction of trade between two

countries. The principle has been applied to analyze the

relative shares of two or more countries' exports, which are

associated with production specialization, to the rest of

the world.

For example, MacDougall applied the theory to analyze the

export shares of the U.S. and Britain (Macnougall, 1951).

Noticing the difference in wage rates among industries in

both countries, MacDougall expressed the comparative advan-

tage in terms of the difference between the ratio of prod-

ucts per worker and the ratio of corresponding wage rates.

He assumed that the U.S. would have comparative advantage in

producing good X if the ratio of product X per worker, U.S.

13 Àccording to Vanek(1962), to ansl¡er the question that
what determines the structure, direction and vol-ume of
trade, Ricardo "provided an explanation based primarily
on relative differences of labor productivity among dif-
ferent countr ies. "
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vs. Britain, exceeded the ratio of wage rates in industry X

for the two countries. Thus, the U.S. would have a relative-
ty larger share of the world market for X. The case study

done by MacDougaII supported his hypothesis.

Balassa conducted s imi lar research later ( galassa , 1 963 ) .

Taking capital cost into consideration, Balassa demonstrated

that the U.S. and British relative export shares could be

expJ-ained by the relative unit cost ratio. The lower the

ratio of unit cost of product X to Y, the higher would be

the relative productivity of industry X over Y and the larg-
er would be the relative share of export of good X compared

with good Y.

These two examples suggest that a country's comparative

advantage in some production could be expressed in an appro-

priate term under different circumstances. One step further,
it could also be used to anal1'ze regional comparative advan-

tage within a country. In this study, the comparative advan-

tage in China's agriculture is expressed as the relative
land productivity, namely, the return ratio of growing cot-
ton over grain. This does not conflict with the modern

resource endowments theory of trade. Land is not a homogene-

ous input in growing different crops and can be viewed as

different resource endowments to some extent in cropping.

The relative land productivity can be taken as an indicator

of the component of resource endowments.
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In China the state is by far the largest or sole buyer of

major farm products, especially in the case of grain and

cotton. The prices are set by the state. Thus the "small

country" assumption is applicable as the demands for the two

products are fully elastic and no single province can influ-

ence the prices. This is true as long as the state does not

restrict its purchasing guantities. Obviously the compara-

tive advantage in producing grain or cotton plays its role

in resource allocation if each province has the freedom to

make its own decision. Then if a province has a comparative

advantage in producing cotton, it will produce and sell more

cotton than otherwise.

However, under China' s circumstances, labor productivity

is not an appropriate measure of comparative advantage. It

is almost impossible for Chinese peasants to move to other

places or to other production sectors. At least in the past

they were restricted to farming at their home villages. Às

arable land is fixed in quantity and already ful1y in use,

the only way for Chinese peasants to increase their income

is to improve their land productivity.

Certainly they would produce more of those products for

which their land has rel-atively high productivity. There-

fore , i t i s more appropr iate to express the comparat ive

advantage in China's agriculture in terms of land productiv-

ity-- the return ratio of various crops. If a province has a

relatively high cotton/grain return ratio compared with oth-
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er provinces, it vrould be more specialized in cotton produc-

tion and would sell more cotton to the state. To overcome

the problem of normali.zíng the sizes of provinces, the ratio

of cotton to grain sown areas wiIl be taken as the appropri-

ate measurement of specialization.

These two crops, grain and cotton, are chosen for the

following reasons. First, they are the two largest and most

important crops in China. The soh'n areas of grain and cotton

together account for about 85 percent of the total. Second,

in the past, they were two major agricultural imports, hence

their production and above quota deliveries were encouraged

by the state.

Therefore, if a1l provinces were free to make their deci-

sions in their land use, the cotton/graín sown area ratio

might be well explained by the return ratio in the same

province. However it is not the case in general because of

quota requirements. But if some provinces, during some time

period, are relatively free Lo make their decision in this
regard, an empirical test against this hypothesis is sti1l

feasible, and the numerical result might be used to measure

the potential loss or unrealized gain in other places and/or

in other time periods. Of course the estimates may not be

accurate, but at least they may give us some "order of mag-

nitude" indication of the loss.
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5.3 ÀN EMPIRICÀL TEST

As mentioned before, grain and cotton productions in China

are subject to state procurement quota system. However, up

to 1984 China had imported a large quantity of cotton along

with grain for years. Àccordingly, the above quota delivery

of either cotton or grain vras encouraged by the state. Under

these circumstances, if the sown area plan v¡as not too rigid
in some time period, and if a province could produce and

deliver above quota guantities of both grain and cotton, the

province might have relative freedom in making its decision

in the given time period.

During the 1979-84 time period, the potential benefit
from specialization attracted a lot of discussion and some

modifications were put into place. For example, the govern-

ment found it was better off to provide some cotton and

sugarcane producers with more rationed grain, part of which

v'¡as imported. I n thi s wây r peasants in those areas could

produce more cotton and sugarcane and less grain. The total
vaLue of their output was generally increased. The textile
and sugar industries got extra materials to expand their
proáuction. The government reduced its foreign exchange

payment due to the decline in imports. In short, the counLry

as a whole benefited from more specialized production.

Before 1979

quota and sown

ton. The sown

the quantitative control over procurement

area plan was very tight for grain and cot-
area plan was used as the major method to
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ensure the

for gra in ,

prof i table

fulfillment of procurement quota, especially that

and to prevent peasants from growing other more

c rops .

During the economic reform, the rigid sown area plan vras

viewed as one of the major factors contributing to low work

incentives. It vras refaxed, to some extent, as part of the

decentralization process in order to stimulate peasants'

work incentives. On the other hand, the importance of eco-

nomic incentives was stressed. The grain purchasing price

was raised while quota quantity was reduced. i f peasants

sold the same volume of grain to state grain agencies, a

larger portion of their delivery woul-d be paid for with a

much higher above quota price.

Part1y due to the cutting of the grain delivery quota and

partly due to the changing environment, those peasants whose

grain deliveries were substantially above quota requirements

might have some freedom in making their own decisions. I f

they did not want to sell grain beyond quota requirements,

they might be able to grow other more profitable crops. In

many areas cotton v¡as the first choice as it could provide

peasants with a higher net income. Cotton production did

increase quite quickly during the 1979-84 time period, by 84

percent in five years.

So, by the end of 1984, China found that she did not have

to import cotton âny more. Not only that, huge domestic cot*
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ton stocks had built up, equal to a whole year's total pro-

duction. The production of cotton had to be reduced in some

vlay. For some reasons the government chose not to decrease

cotton purchasing price but to cut the procurement quantity

in 1985. Às above quota delivery was paid for at lower pric-

es or even refused, and as there was almost no free market

for cottonr p€êsants had to adjust their sown areas accord-

ing to the quota, which led to a 25-30 percent decrease in

cotton sown area in 1985 over 1984.

This does not mean that peasants were totally free to

make their decision regarding cotton/grain sown areas

between 1979 and 1984. The procurement quota was still in

effect. However there hras some relaxation in quantitative

control over sown areas. So it is not unreasonable to assume

that if a province had sold above quota grain to the state

it would have had some freedom in making its decision

regarding other more profitable crops such as cotton, espe-

cial1y when the above quota delivery of cotton was aLso

encouraged by the state.

Actually, this was the case in five major cotton growing

provinces, Jiangsu, Shandong r Henan, Hubei , and Anhui,

between 1979 and 1984. In the five provinces together, cot-

ton sown areas accounted for about 65 percent of the nation-

al total. Grain production increased very quickly in the

five provinces during the time period so that they delivered

above quoLa grain to the state. Thusr Do matter how Iimited,
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a certain degree of freedom in making production decisrons

was likely to exist in the f ive provinces. They were likely
to specialize, to some extenL, in either cotton or grain

depending on the comparative advantage of their land.

In this study, the cotton/grain sovrn area ratio is taken

as the measurement of specialization. The expected return

ratio is taken as the indicator of comparative advantage.

Then the sown area ratio is assumed to be a function of the

expected return ratio. For the sake of simpJ-icity, the

expectation of return is set to be egual- to the actuaL one

in the previous year r or the pr ice rat io mult ip} ied by l-ast

year's yield ratio. Ànd the functionaL form is assumed to be

l- i near .

To maximize the statistical degrees of freedom, a pooled

time series and cross sectional- model is defined as fol-Iows:

À¡¡ = ât * a2D2+ u1D!* r+D+* aSDt + bR¡;-.¡ + .¡ j ,

where À¡j is the sown area ratio in the ith province jth

year, R¡j-t is the return ratio in ith province j-1th year. D

is a dummy variable representing the interprovincial varia-
tions. It is equal to one for the ith province and zero for

others. À's and b are regression coefficients and e, error

term"

I f this model is valid, ãDy change in yieJ-d

either grain or cotton or both, will indicate

comparative advantage. Às a result, peasants

or price of

a change in

will shift
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their land allocation between the two crops and the ratio of

sown area will be altered.

Using the return data r a for 1979-83 and area data for

1980-84, the regression gives the following results:
tr'Àii = 0.046 + 0.048D2 - 0.020D. + 0.007D+- 0.037D¡ + 0.034R¡¡-1-r (1.63) (3.08) (-1.28)' (0.46) (-2.19)- (2.26)'

F = 10.40, R2 = 0.73.

Figures in parentheses are t-ratios.

With a sample size of 25, the critical val-ues f or the t

statistic to be significant at the five percent level- are

2 .1 for a two-ta i led test , and 1 .7 for a one-ta i led test ,

respectively. Àccording to this criterion, the estimated

constant and coefficients for some dummy variables are not

significant. But the estimated coefficient for return ratio,
¡.¡hich is of prime interest, is signif icant. This result not

only supports our hypothesis but also shows the numerical

relationship between the two ratios. It can be expected from

this result that, oD average, if the return ratio of cotton

to grain increased by one percent, the sot¡n area ratio of

cotton to grain in the same province is likely to increase

by 0.034 percent in the following year.

The data of return and sown area ratios are cafculated
from the of f icial yie1d, price, and sown area f igures
provided by China's Statistical Yearbook, various issues,
and are listed in Table C.1 and Table C.2. The dummy
variables Dt r D2, D3, D+, and D5 represent Jiangsu, Shan-
dong, Henan, Hubei, -and Anhui, respectively.

14
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The empirical result indicates that even if the five

provinces only had timited power in making such decision,

they did show the tendency to util-ize comparative advantage

of their f arm land in order to maximize their vrelf are. The

numerical estimates might be used to meaSure the potential

loss, oF unrealized gain, in other time periods when the

guantitative controls over procurement quota and sown area

are more restrictive.

5.4 POTENTIÀL LOSS IN GRAIN PRODUCTI ON

Às mentioned before, the state cut cotton procurement quota

by a big margin in 1 985 over 1984. Às a result, cotton sohtn

area decreased by 26 percent, and output, by 33 percent-

Cotton sown area and outPut both

cent i n '1 986 f or the same reason .

declined a further 15 per-

Had the cutting of procurement quota been carefully

planned according to comparat ive advantage, the results

woul-d have been the same as they were caused by changes in

the price ratio, and the above eguation vrould still have

held" But this was not the case. When the later two yearrs

data were applied to the regression, the estimated coeffi-

cient for return ratio became statistically insignificant:

Â -0 .022 + 0.027Dt-
(-0.3e) (0.e0)

+
)

0.046D¡ + 0.054R;¡.1
(-1.82) (1.62)'0. 01 9D

(-0.76

R2

0.025D(-o.tt3

)

F 4.65,
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As the quantity of quota was determined by political rather

than economic forces, this result was not surprising.

If the decrease in cotton output was necessary because it

had exceeded the demand, the government could achieve the

same target by correctly choosing the price raLio and let-

ting peasants adjust their sown areas. rn this way peasants

would be able to maximize their incomes according to the

changing situation, and the country as a whoLe would still

be better off due to specialization and greater total out-

put.

This concept can be used to measure the potential loss or

the unrealized gaín in grain production in the two years, if

we assume that the reduced cottorr sown area was allocated to
grain production. Suppose the cotton procurement quota cor-

rectly represented the demand for cotton. There must exist a

price ratio at which the expected return ratio would lead to

the same total cotton output. Of course the actual output

may not be exactly the same as the procurement target. Quota

and sown area plan would not guarantee that either. However,

when peasants make their decision, the expected outpu!,

which is assumed to be the product of sown area multiplied

by the previous year's yie1d, might be forced into being

equal to the procurement target by a carefully chosen price

ratio.
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The actual quantity of cotton procurement quota is

unknown. But, if the assumption that peasants allocate their

land according to the quota and previous year's yield is

approximateJ-y correct, the total quantity of procurement

target in 1985 is roughly the summation of 1985's sown areas

multiplied by 1984's yields.

Following this 1ogic, the total cotton procurement target

was estimated at about 3.02 mmt for the above five provinces

in 1985. Taking the above five provinces as a whole and

ignoring others, a cotton /graín price ratio of 6.1 6 was

found which might have led to the same expected totaL cotton

output. The actual price ratio was 7.73 in the year. If the

change in cotton sown area had been entirely absorbed in

grain production as assumed, compared with what actually had

happened, grain sown areas would have been increased in two

provinces but decreased in the other three. The net effects

would have been a total increase of 29 t700 hectares in grain

sor\'n area and 77 ,000 metr ic tons in grain output .

By the same approach, the desired price ratio was calcu-

lated at 4.2 for 1986. Then the total expected cotton output

would have been equal to the supposed procurement target of

2.33 mmt. If peasants had adjusted their production in the

manner described above, grain sown area would have been

increased by a further 291600 hectares in the five provinces

as a whote. The net increase in grain output would have been

a further 781700 metric tons(See appendix C for details').
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The losses estimated in this way are quite small compared

with the total grain output of about 138 mmt in the five

provinces. But the real losses are likely to be much higher.

First, the five provinces only had very restricted freedom

in decision making in this regard. They could not utilize

the comparative advantage of their land to any significant

extent, even in the 1979-84 time period. Therefore, using

that time period as a standard to measure losses inevitably

Ieads to underestimation by a big margin.

Second, the variations in climate, topography and soils

are quite signi f icant within any of the f ive provinces. To

use provincial average data is to take a province as a homo-

geneous production unit, as well as concealing the unreal-

ized gains from specialization r+ithin that province. These

kind of potential losses are Iikely to be much greater than

the estimates in Àppendix C, as the difference in return

ratio is largely reduced by using provincial average data.

Third, provincial average yield of cotton was used to

calculate the potential shifting of land utilization, and

the average yield of grain stas used to cafculate the poten-

tial change in grain production. However, when the realloca-

tion of land was made according to comparative advantage,

land with lower cotton yield and higher grain yield would be

rel-eased from cotton production first. Therefore, the quan-

tity of land reallocation is like1y to be greater than what

calculated according to average yield. Ànd the yield of
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grain on this land is

So the reaf increase

higher.

likely to be higher than the

in grain output is likely to

avera9e.

be much

Lacking appropriate comparisons and the data for smaller

areasr âhy attempt in this direction will lead to somewhat

misleading results. The calculations in this study can only

be used as an indicator of a big loss, but it would be inap-

propriate to consider these as solid numerical estimates of

the real loss.

Under current financial arrangements, the central govern-

ment shares with provincial governments the revenues col-

lected in each province. The largest source of such revenue

is the profit and tax collected from the industriaL sector.

As the grain consumed in industrial uses is subsidized by

the central government, it is more profitable to use grain

1oca1Iy. I n thi s wôy r a provinc ia1 government could

increase its own revenue at the expense of the central gov-

ernment, thus resulting in efficiency losses to the whole

economy.

If grain prices had not been kept so low and graÍn mar-

keting had been a normal and profitable businessr ßâintain-

ing grain 1oca1Iy would have left provincial governments no

particular benefit. Beyond human consumption, grain would be

exactly the same as any other raw materials. Leaving grain-

consurning industries and some consumers to free markets and
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fixing subsidies in nominal terms would reduce the losses

due to resource misallocation. But as long as the procure-

ment system ex i sts , the losses wi 11 cont inue to be qui te

Iarge.
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Chapter VI

FREE MÀRKET FOR GRAIN ÀS ÀN ÀLTERNÀTIVE

6.1 CONFLICT BETWEEN PROCUREMENT SYSTEM AND ITS OBJECTIVES

The grain procurement and rationing system was designed to

serve the policy objectives: 1 )to extract agricultural sur-

plus; 2)to ensure increasing grain supply; and 3) to dis-
tribute grain more efficiently. From the analyses in the

previous three chapters, however, this system did not serve

the objectives properly. In the long run, it may not be the

appropriate policy instrument at aI1.

Às explained before, to distribute grain more efficiently
does not mean minimi zing distribution cost or maximizing

marketing profit. As grain supply is usually short in Chi-

ñâr it simply means distributing grain more egually among

regions in order to meet basic consumption demand and pre-

venting social and economic disorders. Obviously a compul-

sory distribution system might be necessary in some extreme

cases when equal rationing overrules any economic considera-

tion. Otherwise there might exist other alternatives serving

the same objective at less cost.

Currently, grain supply is short in China. Àver-

by 24 percent during

not that

i nc reasedage grain output per capita
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the 1979-84 period. Though regional inequalities still

exist, basic human consumption needs have been roughly met

in most areas. Therefore, no matter how important this sys-

tem was in its early years, its continuation must be reexa-

mined against its cost and the implication of other alterna-

tives. Chapter 5 indicated that there have been significant
Iosses in terms of resource misallocation, due to the rigid
procurement system. The problem of inequality in grain con-

sumption could not be solved totally by the system because

of the conflicts between the central and provincial govern-

ment s .

Under the current situation, a free market system, with

some kind of government intervention when necessary or

desired, rnay serve the same policy objective at a lower

cost. If an increase in the grain inflow to some region is
necessar]¡ r the central government could achieve that goal

through tax reduction, transport or marketing subsidiesr or

other financial assistance. Those measures, temporary or

long term as desired, can be designed to achieve less dis-

tort.ion in resource allocation and less loss in economic

efficiency. Furthermore, they are more fIexibIe. The cost of

administering such policy measures is like1y to be less than

the cost of maintaining the whole procurement and rationing

system.

The compulsory procurement

istered low price, is used to

especially the admin-

surplus from the agri-
system,

extract
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cultural sector. Its negative effects on grain production

are more or less anticipated by policy makers. Therefore, a

compulsory delivery quota is used to ensure an increasing

supply of grain. However, past experience suggests that the

quota system could not ensure increasing grain supply as

expected, and the grain purchasing price had to increase

several times. The growth rate of grain production was very

Low without price increases. Chapters 4 and 5 showed that

the procurement system was most responsible for the lack of

work incentives on collective farms. Under the heavy pres-

sure of the delivery quota, which was enhanced by the com-

pulsory soh'n area plan r p€âsants were forced to allocate

more resources in grain production beyond their willingness,

and the extra input could not bring about expected output.

At present, âs the grain purchasing price is still lower

than that determined in competitive markets, the losses in

production efficiency and in resource misallocation are

still like1y to exist, and grain output is not likely to

reach its highest leveI possible.

The major merit of the procurement system might be to

extract agriculturaJ- surplus for industrialization, and all

losses might be considered as necessary costs. There is

almost no one opposing the idea of rapid economic Arowth,

even at the cost of current consumption to some extent. The

question is how fast the growth is sustainabler oF hov¡ much

current consumption people are really willing to give up for

the future.
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The analysis in Chapter 3 suggests that current consump-

tion has been suppressed too much in most of the past 39

years. The declines in work incentives and in economic effi-

ciency have more than offset the expected effect of Iarger

portion of national income being invested. Às a result, the

growth rate of the whole economy could not reach its poten-

tial. The compulsory procurement system had a twofold neg-

ative effect on the low growth rate. First, it slowed down

the growth of the grain sector itself, which was a major

component of agricultural economy. Second, the suppressed

supply of foodstuffs was directly responsible for the

decline in workers' morale, and led to low work incentives

and low economic efficiency.

The experience of the 1979-85 period shows that the whole

economy would have been able to increase faster if the con-

sumer goods sector had been less suppressed. During that

period the grain price was raised by 80 percent, which means

less extraction of funds from the grain sector. One might

have expected slower growth in the whole economy as the pro-

ducer goods sector got a relatively smaller share of nation-

at income compared with before. But it turned out to be the

opposite. In this time period, China invested about 30 per-

cent of her total national income on average. The actual

investment/savings rate was stilI higher than that in most

other countries. But the declining trend in economic growth

stopped. In fact, the annual growth rate of national income
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increased from 6 to 8.9 percent. Therefore, it seemed that

the same policy objectives could have been achieved better

with less restriction on current consumption.

However, even if restricting consumption implies extract-

ing agricultural surplus, it is not necessary to take the

form of procurement system. Taxation is another alterna-

tive. Mr. Sunrrs a distinguished Chinese economist, advo-

cated substituting taxation for procurement system, in fav-

our of economic ef f ic iency. I n thi s wây r he argued, there

would have been much Iess distortion in resource allocation,

both in the whole economy and in the grain sector itself.

Grain producers could have had much greater incentives, and

the efficiency in grain production could have been largely

improved.

In the early 1950's, agriculture's share of the total

nationaf income s¡as more than 50 percent, and grain produc-

tion was dominant in agriculture. But this situation has

changed over t ime. Today agr iculture' s share accounts for

about 35 percent of the total national income. Àlthough

grain production is stiIl dominant in terms of sown areat

its importance as a revenue source has largely decreased.

In 1986, the value of total agricultural output accounted

rs Mr. Sun Yefang once was in charge of State Statistics
Bureau and State Price Bureau. He vras criticized as the
"largest revisionist in China" in 1964 and put in jail
during the "CuIturaI Revolution". Àfter his release in
the late 1970's Mr. Sun was soon recognized as one of the
most outstanding economists in China. He was honoured as
a model member of the Communist Party by the Party Cen-
tral CommiLtee after his death.
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for about 53 percent of total rural gross revenue. Others

came from township and village industry, construction,

transport and service sectors. Among the value of total

agricuftural output, only 45 percent came from growing

crops, and the rest $¡ere from forestry, âDimal husbandry,

fishery and sideline productions. As grain sov¡n area

accounted for 77 percent of the total, and as grain produc-

tion is least profitable, the total revenue from grain pro-

duction was likeIy to be less than 35 percent of the value

of total agricultural output, and less than 18 percent of

the total revenue in rural areas (C¡rina's Statistical Year-

book, 1987).

The continuing use of the grain procurement system as the

major method to extract agricultural surplus is putting the

most financial burden on a sector which only provides 18

percent of the total rural revenue. Besides the considera-

tion of fairness, it inevitably leads to serious distortions

in resource allocation, and imposes heavy pressures on grain

production, which, in turn, wilI lead to Iov¡ incentives and

Iow economic efficiency in the whole economy.

On the other hand, a general tax scheme may spread the

financial burden among all rural sectors, resulting in much

less distortion in resource allocation and much lower pres-

sures on any single sector. Because the costs of calculating

personal incomes and enforcing tax collecting will be exces-

sively high, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to
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collect personal income tax from 800 million rural resi-

dents. Therefore r rôi s ing funds through market ing rather

than tax scheme may have certain merits in developing coun-

tries v¡here a Iarge portion of total population involves in

semi-selfsufficient economies. In today's China, however,

raising funds through grain marketing alone leads to severe

distortion in resource allocation and results in food short-

ager and introducing the same marketing schemes to other

farm products is not appropriate since the economic reform

aims at the establishment of a relatively free market. Nev-

ertheless alternatives exist, one of which is to collect

income tax from small industrial service enterprises in

rural areas, and to impose a lump sum tax on farm land. In

this case, the tax rates may differ according to the type of

business and the type of crop. When the grain sector is put

in a proper position as a revenue generator, the rigid pro-

curement system will no longer be necessary. Taxation can

serve the same policy objectives much better, in terms of

less cost, and free markets may largely improve work incen-

tives and resource allocation.

6.2 FREE MARKET FOR GRAIN IN CHINA

The agricultural economy in China is basically self-suffi-

c ient, espec ialJ-y in the case of grain production and con-

sumption. with less than 0.3 acres of farmland per rural

capita, on average, Chinese peasants can only selI 25 per-

cent of their grain output to other sectors. Most Chinese
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pea Sant s

their own

has never

are grain producers and their products are for

consumption, with surpluses sold. Grain production

been a commerciaf business in general.

Because of the self-sufficiency nature, and the restric-

tions imposed by the underdevelopment of transportation,

communication, and other marketing facilities, there was no

nationaf grain market in China. However, several regionaL

grain marketing centres were formed where grain surplus was

relatively large, transportation was more convenient and

demand was Iarge. The Wuxi "Rice Market" has been the larg-

est one since the 18th century. The quantity traded in this

largest market vras estimated at under 0.4 mmt in the 1920's

and 30's, and the total interprovincial grain shipment at

that time $ras estimated at about 5.3 mmt for the whole coun-

try, which accounted for 4.5 percent of total grain output

(n. Xu, 1983 ) . This f igure clearly showed the sel-f -suf f i-

ciency nature in China's grain sector.

Before 1 953 , gra in markets were dominated by private

merchants in China's long history. Some kind of government

purchasing existed from time to time, but it never became a

major force in the market and government agencies acted as

private merchants in the market. From 1953 to 1979, private

grain marketing was made iIlegaI. But the enforcement of the

law $¡as not completely successful and it probably could nev-

er be carried out completely.
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Even the government itself participated in locaI free

markets in those years. For political considerations, the

government had to fix grain procurement quotas for a certain

time length but the rationing demand increased with urban

population and Lheir incomes, as well as with industries

where grain was used as input. The government grain depart-

ments had to buy additional grain from local grain markets

or directly from peasants. When they bought grain in free

markets they paid the market price. But when they bought

grain directly from peasants, a "negoLiated price" was paid.

In nany cases this price was not subject to negotiation but

set by the government at a level higher than the quota

price. Nevertheless the price and quantity would be influ-

enced by the loca1 market situation.

On the other hand, when the grain departments sold extra

grain to non-farm residents in addition to their normaf

rationing, or to industries in addition to their original

supply plans, a higher "negotiated price", which was also

set by the state, would be applied Lo cover the extra cost

involved. Thus, as this kind of grain trade increased over

time, special government agencies lrere established under the

grain departments to deal with it in the 1970's. They were

usually called "grain and edible oil negotiated trading com-

pany". These companies traded grain, edible oil and oilseeds

in local free markets as well as with their counterparts in

other areas. In this way they vtere actually doing their
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business outside state procurement and rationing channels,

like public owned ordinary commercial enterprises.

China has experienced economic reform since 1979. As a

result, private grain marketing has been formally legalized

and many restrictions on grain trade have been eased. Long

distance grain transportation and marketing are now permit-

ted by private merchants and cooperatives. On the one hand

grain production increased dramatically in the early 1980's,

and so did the grain surplus in the peasants'hands. On the

other hand, demand for feed grain and industrial uses also

increased dramatically. Grain marketing outside the state

procurement and rationing channel has been very active

recently, with those "negotiated trading companies" being

the largest participants in Lhe free markets.

Às part of the new policy, the grain departments' direct

role in grain distribution through the procurement and

rationing system is to be reduced in order to improve eco-

nomic efficiency, and to reduce the burden of grain subsid-

ies on government budget (lt was about 20 percent of total

budget revenue in the early 1980's.). Às mentioned before,

some rural residents now are no longer subject to rationing.

They have to buy grain from free markets, including from

those "negotiated trading companies". At the same timer more

and more industrial uses of grain have been excluded from

grain department's supply p1ans. Those industries, such as

food manufacturing and restaurants, enzyme products, solvent
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products , beer , beancurd, text i Ie ,

local f ree markets as well as to

companies" to get their supplies.

so on have turned to

"negot iated trading

and

those

The quantity traded in locaI free markets has increased

very quickly. In 1978 peasants sold 1.2 mmt of grain to

non-rural residents. The amount increased to 6.3 mmt in

1986. Considering the grain traded among peasants them-

selves, the total quantity may be well above 10 mmt in these

local markets(China's Statistical Yearbook , 1987) . À more

significant change is the quantity of grain traded by state

agencies or enterprises outside the procurement and ration-

ing channel. It was nil before 1978, but increased to 2.5

mmt in 1979 and 19 mmL in 1986. These f igures l^¡ere f or pro-

cessed grain. If converted to unprocessed form, they would

be 3. 1 and 23,2 mmt respect ive1y. Most of the trade vras done

by those "negotiated trading companies".

Responding to the increased demand, many regional grain

marketing centres, such as the Wuxi Rice Market, have

resumed. The government-run, or public owned, "negotiated

trading companies" are by far the largest participants in

these regional grain marketing centres. Às mentioned above,

the quantity handled by them was 23.2 mmt, compared with 6.3

mrnt sold by peasants directly to non-rural residents. Ànd,

that amount , 23.2 mmt, accounted for about 20 percent of

total government procurement in the same year.
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Therefore, it can be concluded that public enterprises

today dominate the free markets for grain, and their impor-

tance in grain marketing is increasing. Compared with indi-

vidual peasants or private enterprises, they have better

information, more and better storage and handling facili-

ties, and easier accesses to transport and financial servi-

ces. They aLso have good connection with each other. Àmong

al-1 those markets, the ten largest "negotiated trading com-

panies" have connected with each other through a telex sys-

tem. If grain free marketing is to be developed further as

has been announced by the government, they might constitute

a wholesale network upon which a national marketing centre

might be formed. Therefore, they seem to have a stronger

position in the future. They may actually become the physi-

caI substitution to the procurement and rationing system if

current policy is to be carried out further.

6.3 ECONOMIC SIGNIFTCÀNCE ÀND POTENTIAL FUTURE OF FREE
MARKET

The reintroduction of the free markets for grain is a par-

tial recognition of the failure of the existing procurement

and rationing system. Since 1979, free markets have con-

tributed to the rapid growth in grain production and to the

improved grain distribution in China. The price peasants

received in these markets was about 30 percent higher than

that paid by state procurement agencies. This higher margi-

nal income has given producers greater incentives to

increase their grain production.
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On the other hand, the price difference among regions

stimulated interregional grain shipment, which has improved

the grain distribution system. The relatively scarce grain

supply may be used better where it is valued most. And the

resulting specialization in agricultural production may

improve resource allocation, which may lead to gains to the

whole society. The grain sector may benefit from the spe-

cialization in particular. As grain production is likely to

be relatively concentrated in areas where it has comparative

advantage over other crops, yield is likely to increase. And

as marginal income of growing grain increases, total grain

sown areas may increase, at least may not decrease as other-

wise. So the output is 1ikely Lo increase if the role of

free markets becomes more significant.

In practice, the role of free markets is restricted by

the procurement system. Under current "contracted purchas-

ing" scheme, pêâsants still have a lega1 obligation to sell

a certain guantity of grain to state agencies first. Only

surplus after fulfilling the quota requirement can be sold

in free markets. The quantity of grain supplied in free mar-

kets is restricted by purchasing quota and the rapid expân-

sion of the markets since 1979 has been basically due to the

cutting of procurement quotas. In 1986, after reserves for

seed, feed and own consumption, peasants had to sell 75-80

percent of the remaining grain to state procurement agen-

cies. Às the quantity was so restricted, free markets for
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grain were basically of local nature. Their positive effects

on grain production and resource allocation were limited
(rne effects of restriction on demand side will be explained

later. ) .

Nevertheless, free markets have shown a positive effect

on grain production and resource allocation. More important-

Iy, it actually provides an alternative to policy makers.

It is quite cfear that a free market system may stimulate

grain production much better than the procurement system. It

is afso clear that a free market system may distribute grain

better and lead to additional gains from specialization and

interregional trade. But it cannot be used to extract agri-

cuftural surplus, at least not directly.

Hor¿ever, extracting agricultural surplus itself is not

the ultimate aim. The final objective is to raise investment

funds and to speed up economic Arowth. When grain v¡as the

major sector in the economy and heavy tax was not accepta-

ble, the procurement system might have had some reasons to

exist. Today as the share of revenue from the grain sector

has sharply declined, imposing such financial burden on this

sector alone can hardly be justified. The resulting short-

age in food supply has significantly infl-uenced economic

efficiency in all other sectors, which has 1ed to less rev-

enue to be generated from the whole economy. Therefore, the

free market system, although it may not provide investment

funds directly as the procurement system doesr ilaY result in
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greater revenue to

the governmenl will

from other sectors.

be generated in

be able to raise

the whole society. Ànd

Iarger investment funds

The development of the free market nov, is facing a criti- l.

cal point. In the past decade, private grain marketing vras

reintroduced and developed. But private enterprises, and

even the public owned "negotiated trading companies", could

not compete with state grain departments. The quantity of

procurement was guaranteed. If the current "contracted pur-

chase" is stil1 in ef f ect, there will not be much room f or '/

free markets to expand. Às a result, the negative effects of

the existing system will- still exist, which may not be

attractive at this stage.

The government may cut "contracted purchasing" guota fur-

ther and 1et procurement agencies buy grain partly from free

markets to meet rationing demand. In this wâyr the portion

of the "contracted purchase" may decrease over time, and

urban human consumption will stilI be subsidized. The gov-

ernment will face greater budget burden. Even if the gov-

ernment does not subsidize at all, urban residents may still

be able to pay a price lower than the market one if grain

departments are directed to pool the "contracted" and market

purchasing costs, and to charge the average cost in urban

retailing.
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In this case, free markets may not change too much. The

quantity will increase over time. But most of the increase

will be purchased by grain departments, Às long as urban

residents pay 1ow prices to grain departments, private

enterprises and the "negotiated trading companies" cannot

compete with grain departments in urban retailing markets.

However, there will be a greater opportunity for peasants

to adjust their resource allocation, and greater incentives

for them to increase grain production. Therefore, the unre-

alized gains from resource misallocation and from low work

incentives v¡i11 be reduced. And the relatively rich supply

of foodstuffs wilI improve work incentives in all other sec-

tors as well. The smaller the quota guantity is, the greater

the gains of economic efficiency witl be. Àt the extreme,

quota is abolished and urban residents pay market price,

state grain departments wiIl disappear or become commercial

enterprise like the "negotiated trading companies". Then,

grain markets wiIl be unified and economic gains will be the

largest.

There is one major problem if the change occurs too soon:

inflation. Inflation was unknown to the Chinese before 1979

except during the crisis of 1959-62. Then the annuaf

increase in the urban living expense index climbed to 10

percent in 1985, and jumped to about 20 percent in 1988. The

government is struggling with the two-digit inflation and

has to postpone the long overdue wage-price reform. Às the
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food bill accounts for half of the

nificant increase in grain retail

tremendous fuel to the fire.

living expenses, any sig-
price will inevitably add

Therefore, fundamental changes in the grain rnarketing

system, namely, to totally free grain purchase and retail

prices, cannot be expected ín the near future. The pace of

grain market reform will depend on the general course of

economic reform. Àt present, it wiIl depend on the process

of wage-price reform in particular. Þleantime, the quantity

of quota may be cut bit by bit and the quota price may be

raised further over time. The potential economic gains may

materialize gradually.

On the rationing side, the government may choose from two

approaches. On the one hand the government may decide to

raise retail price gradually to the market leveI. Then state

grain departments may actually become commercial enterprises

and finally may compete with private enterprises and the

"negotiated trading companies" at market places. On the

other hand, if the government chooses to gradually cut the

rationing amount and let urban residents buy grain in free

markets, private enterprises and the "negotiated trading

companies" may expand their market shares over time and

finally occupy the whole market. But it may not necessarily

be so. If, at the same time, grain departments are directed

to provide over-rationing grain at market price to urban

residents, they may play a dual role in the market until
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rationing final-Iy expire. Àfter then, they wilI function as

commercial enterprises.

State grain departments actually possess grain purchas-

ing, handling, storage, retailing, and even transport facil-

ities. Therefore, if they gradually become commercial enter-

prises, the disturbance and cost in the transitional period

might be smaller than otherwise. Ànd the coming competition

among state grain departments, "negotiated trading compa-

nies", and private enterprises may benefit consumers and the

further development of the whole grain marketing system.
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Chapter VI I

SUMMÀRY ÀND CONCLUSION

7.1 SUMMÀRY OF THE STUDY

Às mentioned at the beginning of this study, the Chinese

government has been focusing on rapid economic development

since the founding of the Peop1e's Republic. In most of the

past four decades, the development strategy essentially
relied on heavy physical investment at the cost of current

consumption. A cornpulsory grain procurement and rationing

system was designed to restrict rural consumption and to

extract agriculturaf surplus for development purposes. Lack

of incentives in the grain sector due to low administered

prices vras anticipated by the government. But the delivery

quota r.¡as considered sufficient to bring about a more or

less satisfactory growth in grain production, and the

rationing system was considered efficient to distribute the

relativeLy short grain supply. Therefore, the increasing

demand for grain could be met, and the rapid economic Arowth

could be supported by the grain procurement and rationing

system.

However, after more than three decades of implementation,

the Chinese government is now considering abolishing the

procurement system. Às rapid economic growth is sti1l the
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top priority, the intention to abolish the procurement sys-

tem indicates that the system may not be the appropriate

instrument to achieve the policy goal. Ànd, in the long run,

the performance of the procurement system may contradict its

policy objectives. As the procurement system was an integral

part of the past development strategy, the intention to

abolish the system suggests that the past development strat-

egy itself is also questionable.

This study attempted to assess whether the past develop-

ment strategy, which relied on physical investment, could

achieve the policy objective of rapid economic growth in the

Iong run, and to analyze the role and performance of the

grain procurement system in the implementation of such

strategy. This study also attempted to identify the costs of

adopting the procurement system, in terms of low work incen-

tives and resource misallocation. Furthermore, this study

attempted to analyze the significance of reintroduction of

the free market mechanism into the existing grain marketing

system, and to assess the potential changes in Chinese grain

markets in the near future.

It v¡as hypothesized in this study that a long-standing

restriction on consumption may lead to low morale and low

economic efficiency. The trade-off between physical invest-

menL and economic efficiency may result in the failure of

the past development strategy. It was aLso hypothesized in

this study that the procurement system may be the major fac-
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tor responsible for the low work incentives and l-ow produc-

tivity in the grain sector, and the major factor resulting

in resource misallocation. Therefore, the free market, along

with a general tax schemer ßây serve the same policy objec-

tives at lower costs.

It was found in this study that the past development

straLegy could not bring about what policy makers had

expected from it. When consumption had been more severely

restricted before 1979, the growth had been lower and

decreasing instead of being higher and increasing as antici-
pated. When consumption was less restricted during 1979-85,

the growth was higher. Às grain supply was a major component

of consumption, the extent to which grain production was

suppressed had an imporLant impact on the growth of the

whole economy, âs well as on the growth of the grain sector

itself .

I t was also f ound in this study that, while coll-ective

farming did noL necessarily lead to Low work incentives, the

procurement system rl'as bound to reduce work incent ives on

both collective and private farms. Ànd the nature of quota-

forced labor and other inputs resulted in a downward shift

of the grain production curve, which indicated an efficiency

loss in grain production due to the procurement system.

Furthermore, it v¡as

curement system prevented

found in this study that the

peasants from making use of

pro-

com-
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parative advantage of their farm land in

crops. On the contrary, optimal pricing

stimulate regional specialization in the

tor , result ing in more ef f ic ient resource

greater total output.

growing dif ferent

might be able to
agricultural sec-

allocation and

Theoretically, the free market does not suppress grain

production, and does not distort resource allocation. Com-

pared with the procurement system, the free market may

result in higher growth in the grain sector, and more effi-

cient production in agriculture as a whole. The increased

supply of grain and other farm products may improve economic

efficiency in other sectors, leading to higher growth of the

entire economy. The only shortcoming of the free market,

compared with the procurement system, is that the agricul-

tural surplus can not be extracted through this approach.

Presumably, allocat ing a relat ively large share of

national income into investment is sti1l crucial to economic

growth, and sacrificing current consumption to future growth

is sti1l desirable to some extent. Even sor imposing such a

burden on the grain sector is not necessary nor efficient. A

general- tax scheme may be used to collect more funds from

broader and better sources. Under the free market systemt

the grain sector may not provide as many funds as it did

under the procurement system. But the increased grain supply

may result in more funds being generated in other sectors

due to improved work incentives and improved economic effi-

ciency.
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7.2 CONCLUSTON ÀND POLTCY RECOMMENDÀTION

The 1979-85 experience suggests that sacrificing current

consumption, within a certain range, is stiIl acceptable to

the Chinese people. The savings/ investment accounted for

more than 30 percent of the national income during the peri-

od. The savi ngs/ investment rate l.ras among the highest in the

world, and was likely to have gone beyond the extent to

which individuals would have chosen vol-untarily. However,

the growth rates v¡ere also among the highest in the world:

1 0.4 percent for total output , 8.9 percent for nat ional

income, and 9.8 for consumer goods. Ànd there was no evi-

dence of declining efficiency in this time period. It indi-

cates that, as long as the increase of consumption is satis-

factory to some extent, allocating a relatively larger share

of national income into investment may bring about rapid

economic Arowth. Under the current situation, the optimal

choice is likely to be the scenario of balanced growth, âs

suggested by the 1979-85 experience.

However, the grain procurement system is not the best nor

the necessary approach to raise investment funds. When the

grain sector dominated Chinese agricuLture in the 1 950's,

the adoption of the procurement system might have been rea-

sonable" Todayr âs grain production provides less than 18

percent of the total rural revenue, and as grain supply has

such an important impact on economic efficiency, it is

unwise to extract funds from the grain sector through such a

procurement system.
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The costs of implementing the procurement system are

guite high. As analyzed in Chaptet 4, the procurement sys-

tem was the major factor contributing to the l-ow work incen-

tives on collective farms. It may also have caused a down-

ward shift of the grain production curve. This efficiency

loss is still 1ikely to exist under current private farming,

or the "full responsibility system", as long as the procure-

ment system is still in effect. The analysis in Chapter 5

demonstrated that the loss in resource allocation due to the

procurement system was quite significant, and the potential

gain in regional specialization and exchange could be

achieved through optimal pricing, or through a free market

system.

More importantly, the procurement system inevitably sup-

pressed grain production. Às illustrated in Chapter 3, in

turn, the sfow growth in grain supply led to the steady

decline of economic efficiency in the whole economy before

1979. A reduction of the pressure improved grain supply

during 1979-85. As a result, the growth of the economy was

faster than before. It suggests that the abolishing of the

procurement system is 1ike1y to improve economic efficiencyt

and to push the growth further.

Therefore, it is concluded in this study that the grain

procurement and rationing system may not serve its policy

objectives properly. On the contrary, the free market may

stimulate grain production better, distribute grain more
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efficiently, encourage regional specialization at a larger

sca1e, and improve the efficiency of the economy as a whole.

The desired investment funds may be raised through a general

tax scheme which may provide a larger revenue base and lead

to Iess distortion in resource allocation.

This approach has apparent advantages over the existing

procurement and rationing system. However it may not be

appropriate to totally free grain price immediately due to

the current two-digit inflation. The Chinese Statistics

Bureau has reported that the real income of 40 percent urban

population in 1987 was lower than in 1986 because of infla-

tion. A,s a result, the gain in economic efficiency in the

past decade may be lost again if the trend continues. How-

ever, although the stimulated increase in grain supply may

ease the pressure of food shortage and bring down inflation

rate, the chain reactions of a sudden increase in grain

prices may result in inflation being out of control if grain

prices are to be freed in one night. The designing and

implementing of an appropriate tax scheme also needs time.

Therefore, it is recommended in this study that the procure-

ment and rationing system should be abolished gradually,

depending on the progress in controlling inflation.

rt is also recommended in this study that state grain

agencies should be turned into commercial enterprises in

this process. On the procurement side, the quantity of

delivery quoLa may be cut gradually to zero, and the "eon-
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tracted purchasing" price may be raised gradual-Iy to the

market level. On the rationing side, the quantity of monthly

ration may gradually be brought down to zero, and the price

for rationed grain may gradually be increased to a market

based one. Fina1ly, state grain agencies may become commer-

cial enterprises and compete with private merchants in the

market.

It is believed here that the competition among private

merchants, the "negotiated trading companies", and state

grain agencies will improve the efficiency of grain market-

ing. Therefore, if state grain agencies gradually reduce the

quantity of grain distributed through procurement and

rationing channels, there would be a better opportunity for

private enterprises and the "negotiated trading companies"

to expand their operation in the transitional period. After

the transitional period, state grain agencies will not mono-

polize grain markets, and consumers wiIl benefit both

through and after the transitional period.

7.3 LIMITÀTIONS OF THE STUDY

À growth model is developed in this study to assess the role

of the grain procurement sysLem in the economic development.

This model is supposed to be applicable to developing coun-

tries where capital scarcity is the major constraint in eco-

nomic arowth. À convenient assumption, as in most growth

models, is the fixed output/capital ratio. However, it is
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found in this study that this may not be the case. Àt

least, there may exist a negative relationship between out-

put/capital ratio and the growth of consumer goods when the

growth of consumer goods is lower than a certain point. But

this study could not test the mathematical form of the rela-

tionship. The attempt to establish such a relationship is

beyond the scope of this study, and requires data which are

not available at present.

This study attempts to demonstrate that the procurement

system is primarily responsible for the lack of work incen-

tives on col-lective farms, and that it may lead to a down-

ward shift of the grain production curve. An implicit

assumption here is that there exist economies of scale

beyond family farming, and that there is no reason to assume

different supervision costs for different production organi-

zaLíons. The argument made by some authors, for instance

Lin, i s that the cost of supervi s ion prevents ef f ic ient

labor input and hence leads to low work incentives. As this

argument can be applied to any kind of production organíza-

tion except the family farm, Lhe irnplicit assumption seems

to be that there exists no economy of scale in agriculture.

Lack of data makes it irnpossible to test the two alternative

assumptions with appropriate production functions r upon

which policy recommendations may differ. Furthermorer êñ

appropriate production function may be used to measure the

downward shift of the grain production curve and to assess

the cost imposed by the procurement system.
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Restricted by data, provincial figures are used in this

study to measure the Ioss in resource allocation due to the

procurement system. It more or less violates the assumption

on the peasants' relative freedom in decision making. Many

peasants in Jiangsu, Shandong, Henan, Hubei and Ànhui could

not choose growing any crop other than grain due to the quo-

ta requirement during the 1919-84 time period. It the data

could be disaggregated, the test would have been more pre-

clse.

7.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEÀRCH

This study is an attempt to discover the role of the grain

procurement and rationing system in economic development. It

is concluded that the system is not the appropriate policy

instrument and should be abolished gradually. Further

research in this area may provide guantitative estimations

of the potential gain and the cost in the transitional peri-

od, and hence make recommendations on the dynamic pace of

reforming the grain marketing system.

This study involves three theoretical areas: growth eco-

nomics, cooperative economics, and comparative advan-

tage(trade theory). Further research in the three areas may

be of both acadernic and practical value. Like the treatment

of the agriculture/food sector as a separate one in some

structuralist models, a modi fied Feldman model which links

the output/capital ratio to the level andy'or growth of con*
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sumption may enrich the literature of growth economics, and

help policy makers in planned and/or semi-pl-anned economies.

Àn important branch of cooperative economics is the

research on collective farming in a planned economy. Às men-

tioned before, different assumptions on the source of low

work incentives and on the difference between actual labor

and true effort may be tested with appropriate production

models when data are available. The results may benefit the

development of cooperative theory as well as policy forma-

tion.

Regional development is an important policy objective in

many countries. The application of trade theory in this area

is very useful. More sophisticated models which include

more goods and/or incorporate cost structures of these goods

may provide guidance of the directions of regional" speciali-
zation and exchange.

This study has suggested several areas in which future

research may be undertaken. For the particular Þurpose of

this study, and restricted by available dat.a, this study

could not push further toward these directions. However, it

is believed here that future research in these areas will be

fruitful.
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Appendix À

A GROWTH MODEL FOR CHTNÀ'S ECONOMY

The growth model presented in Chapter 3 suggests that the

pattern of economic development in China is determined by

the government decision regarding the allocation of invest-

ment funds between producer goods and consumer goods sec-

tors. This model is similar to that built by Feldman, in the

assumptions that the whole economy is divided into two sec-

tors, that capital is the only scarce factor, and that out-

put/capital ratio is fixed, and in the basic concept that

capital accumulation determines the rate of growth. The dif-
ference between the two models is that, while FeLdman treat-

ed both he savings rate and the investment ratio between two

sectors as two independant policy variables, this study only

takes the latter as the policy instrument.

FoIlowing Marx, the producer goods sector is denoted as

Department 1 and consumer goods sector, Department 2. Then,

by definition, the total investment, I , is the difference

between the net output of Department 1 and the material cost

of Department 2. The policy variable r is the proportion of

total investment allocated to Department 1 (0 <

Through carefully choosing the value of r, policy makers can

alter the growth pattern of each department and that of the

whole economy.
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There are three potential objective variables. The first

one is the total- output W, which is the sum of gross outputs

in both departments. The second is W2, the total of consum-

er goods or gross output in Department 2. Ànd the third is

the national income Y, which is the sum of investment I and

consumer goods W2, or net products in both departments. The

policy makers may want to maximize the growth rate of one of

the objective variables.

Given the definitions in Chapter 3, We have

w'lt = C1t + V1¡ + S1t = a1 K1¿-¡,

W2t = C2l, + V2t + S2t = a2K2¡-¡,

wt = w1t + w2t = a¡ K11-¡ + a2K2t-1,

and

bl vr1¡ = a1 b¡ K1¡-¡ = V11 + S1t ,

b2W21 = aZbZK2¿-1= Vzt + S2t.

where a is the output/capital ratio, b is the net/total out-

puL ratio, C is the material cost, V is the wage payroll, S

is the profit and K is the existing capital stock.

Then, the three potential policy

ten as functions of existing capital
11 = V1t+ S1t- C2¡

= b¡ w1¡ - ( 1-b2 ) wz¡

= a¡ b¡ K1t-t - a2 ( 1-be ) K2t_t ,

W¡ - W1t+ W2t

= a1 K11-1+ a1K2¿-1 ,

I,t21 = a2K2¿-1,

Yt = rt+ w2ù
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= a1 b1 K1t-t -

= a1 b1 K1t-t *

Given that the

such that

a2 ( 1-be ) K2¡-1+ a2 K2¡-1

az bzK2t- t .

change in capital stocks equals investment

dK=I

the changes in investment, total

national income, and the growth

be derived as follows:

consumer goods and

these variables can

output,

rates of

dlt+t = d (a1 b¡ K1¡

= -lblIlt-

= (a¡b1 r

. dlttt
g.==

It

a2(1-be )K2¡ )

a2(1-bZ) r2t
a2(t-bZ)(1-r))r¡,

a1b1r a2(1-be)(1-r),

dWtrt = d(a1 K1¡

= a1I11 +

= (al r +

= (alr +

dwtt Igw=
wt

+ aeK2È )

a2I2¡

a2(1-r))r1

a¿(1-r))(a1 b1 K'lt-r - a2(1-bz)K21-1),

ar br K1t-r - a2( 1-bz )n2t-1

a¡ K1¿-¡ + a1K2¡-1

b2 + b1

(a1 r + a2(1-r))

1

(a¡r * a2(1-r)) bl
a¡ K11-1

+1
a2 K2¿-1

dW2111= d ( a2 K21 )

= a212¡

= a2( 1-r ) t¿

= â2 ( 1-r ) (a1 b1 K1t-r - az( 1-b2 )x2¿-¡) ,
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gw2

dYtt t

gY

Here

of

dW211¡

w2t

a2(1-r)(

= d(a1 b1 K1¡

= a1b1I1X +

= (a¡b1 r +

= (a1 b1 r +

dYt+ t

a2 ( 1-r )

a1 b1 K1t-t - a2 ( t -be )K2t- t

a¡ b1 K1¡-¡

a2 K21- r

(1-b2)),
a2K21-1

* aab2K21 )

a2b2i 2¡

a¿ba(1-r))t¡

urb2(1-r) ) (a1 b1 K1t-r - a2(1-b2 )n2¿-¡),

arbz(1-r))
a1 b1 K1t-t - a2 ( 1-bz)K2t-1

(a1 b1 r +

Yt a¡ b¡ K1t-r * azbzK2t-l

1

=(a¡ b¡ r + a2bz(1-r)) 1

a¡ b1 K1¡-1
+b2

rate

and b1

a1K2¡-1

dx is the change in variable X and gX

var iable X. Furthermore , i f vte assume

b2 , then the above eguations can be

is the growth

that âl = a2

simplified as

foI lows :

gI = abr a(1-b)(1-r) a(b+r-1),

1

gW (ar+a(1-r)) b

n 1t-l

aK 11-1

aK2l-1

(1-b))

+1

-cr

+l
K2t-l

abK 11-1

a ( I _r ) ( 

-

aK2 ¡- ¡

gw2
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bK 1¡-1
a(1_r) (--

K2t_l

gY (abr + ab(1-r))

(1-b)),

1

1

abKl¡-1
+

aK2¡-¡

-d

K 2t-t

Therefore, the growth rates of these variables depend on

the values of coef f ic ients a'S and b' s, on the rat io of

existing capital Stocks of the two departments' and on the

poticy variabLe r, which is the proportion of investment in

Department '1 . The ratio of capitaL stocks is f ixed at any

time, and the values of a's and b's are given by technology"

They may change with the structure of the economy and may

fluctuate with production efficiency. If we assume that a's

and b's are constant then the growth rates of the three

potential objective variables are determined by policy vari-

able r. By choosing different vaLue of r policy makers can

alter the grov¡th pattern of the whoLe economy" However the

evidence found in this study suggests that the values of a's

and b's are also influenced by policy variable r. And the

effect of the changing values of ars and b's may contradict

pol icy makers' v¡i I1 i f the value of r i s set too high "

b

1

K 1t-f
+1
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Àppendix B

MÀRGINAL INCOME ON COLLECTIVE FÀRMS

Israelsen used the marginal income as the measure of work

incentives on different farms in his research. In this

appendix, the marginal income on collective farms wiIl be

derived under different assumptions. The first situation to

be examined is that the marginal income is the first order

derivative of an individual's income with respect to his/her

l-abor input, without counting the production cost. This is

directly adopted from Israelsen's article. According to his

def inition, an individual-'s income on a collective f arm is

the total income of that collective divided by the person's

share of labor input:

Y¡ = (ri/r') r(i')
The marginal income of that person is the first order deriv-

ative of his/her income with respect to his/her labor input:

dv. I¡ L- r¡

d1¡ L
r'(l) + r'(r.)

2L

I

L
F,(L) + (l

1¡
) ep.

1: 1

')- F(L)
LL

1¡

LL
MP + (1
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As F' (L) and l-', /r' F(L) are marginal and average labor

products, respectively, an individuaf's marginal income on a

collective farm is a convex combination of his/her marginal

and average labor products. If ÀP > MP ¡ 0, i.e., the col-

lective farm is operating in the optimal range, the marginal

income of an individual is greater than his/her marginal

value product.

One step f urther f rom Israef sen's anaJ-ysis is adding a

fixed production cost. When fixed cost, C, is considered,

the total income of a cotlective farm is the difference

between total output and cost:

Y = F(L) c.

Then, the income and marginal income of an individual can be

derived as follows:

Y¡ = (ri /r') tr(l) cl , and

aY¡ 
= 

1¡ 
F,(L) + + tr'(r) - cl

dli L L'

p'(l) + (l
L

L

F(L) CI

L L

1¡ 1i
_) NAP,
L

MP + (1

where NÀP is.net average product per labor hour.

Furthermorer wê may want to derive the work incentives on

farms such as Chinese People's Commune which is not a pure

collective as defined by Israelsen. On a Chinese People's

Commune, the distribution of income is partly according to

L
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work and

proportlon

equal to b

member on

V.=

and

dv.-t

dli

For an

dy

dli

F'(L) +
1:(1-b)tt-:

partJ-y according to "need"(or equality). If the

of income distributed according to "need" is

, 0<

a People's Commune are:

ø/n [r(l) c] + (1-b) r¡ /l [r(r,) c],

b L-l¡
r'(l) + [r'( r ) clÌ

LI
n

n

L

b I1
MP + (1-b)- MP +

L

T -1.! f .
I

( 1_b)- NÀP.
L

average worker, Li /r. 1/n, it can be written as:

1

MP + (1-b)- MP + (1-b)(1
n

-) NÀP
b

n

1

n

n-1
MP + (1-b) NÀP.

Thus, whether an individual's marginal income is greater

or smaller than tris/her marginaJ- product depends on the pro-

portion of distribution according to need and on the ratio

of net/totaI output.

The response of an individual's marginal income to a

change in output pricer oo a collective farm, can be

expressed as the first order derivative of the corresponding

marginal income with respect to price. when decision making

is independent, it is as follows:

dlyi d[1/n MP + (l 1/n) aAP]

nn

dl¡ dp dp

1s2



Às the size of an average production team was

earJ.y 1980' s (China' s

tion can be roughly

¿2 yt d (aÀP)

Statistical Yearbook),

reduced to as f oll-ows:

da

130-140 in the

the above equa-

1n

+1
dI¡ dp dp dp

When the decision making is not independent, m members

will make the same decision and the partial derivative of

total- tabor input with respect to the extra working hour

contributed by anyone of the m members is not equal to one

but m. The expected marginal- income' following Cameron' can

be derived as follows:

6yi d[(r¡ /r)[r(r,) - c]]
dt¡ dr¡

mI¡ ) [n(r,) cl 1¡
+ lmn'(r,)]

L

ml¡ m1i
aÀP + MP

m m
(l -) aAP + MP

(r.

2,

LL

L

L

The response

output price
-Lov.

'l

dI¡ dp

n

of the

can be

m
(l

n

(l

n

expected marginal income to a change

derived as follows:

d(aÀP) m dMP
)

dp ndP

mda_)(_ + 1)
ndp
mda

m

n
+

+1(l
n dp

1s3



Àppendix C

COMPÀRATIVE ÀDVANTAGE ÀND POTENTIÀL LOSS

In Chapter 5, the data of cotton/grain return and sown area

ratios are used in the regression of

Àij ât+ alDr+ agD3+ a+D+* asDs+ bR¡¡-1 + 
"¡j

These data are calculated from the official figures of

yields, prices, and sown areas in China's Àgricultural Year-

books. Those calcuLated ratios are Iisted in Table C.1 and

TÀBLE C.1

Cotton/Grain Return Ratio

Province 1979 1 980 1 981 1982 1 983 1984 1 985

Jiangsu
Shandong
Henan
Hube i
Anhu i

1.855
O.BB3
1 .239
1 .9s2
1 .021

1 .566
2.279
2.341
1.628
1 .364

1.763
2.073
1.763
1.501
1 .297

1.s69
1.922
1.444
1 .287
1 -238

1 .805
2.058
2.215
1 .604
1 .570

1 .566
2.240
2.015
2.275
1 .695

1 .291
1.801
1.739
1.902
1 .360

Source: Agricultural Yearbook nditing
China' s Àgricultural Yearbqqh.
(Return rat io yield ratio *

Cornmittee:

pr ice rat io. )

TabIe C"2, respectively.
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TÀBLE C.2

Cotton/Grain Sown Àrea Ratio

Province 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

J i angsu
Shandong
Henan
Hube i
Ànhu i

0.099
0.087
0.07.1
0.111
0.054

0.104
0.115
0.071
0.112
0.055

0.106
0.174
0.084
0.109
0.054

0.105
0 .192
0.085
0.106
0.053

0. 1 
.10

a.219
0 .129
0. 102
0.054

0.092
0.147
0.090
0.091
0.040

0.076
0. 120
0.066
0.081
0.034

Source: ibid.

The inferred cotton procurement target is calculated as

the summation of actual cotton sown areas in the five prov-

inces multiptied by the expected yields, or the actual

yields in the previous year. In other words, peasants are

assumed to adjust their cotton Sown areas according to pro-

curement quota and previous yearrs yield such that
n

Qci =E Acij * Yc¡¡-1 ru ¡tl
where Qcj is the inferred cotton procurement quota in jth

year. Acìj is the cotton sown area in ith province, jth

year. Ànd Ycìj-t, cotton yield in ith province' j-1th year-

The inferred cotton procurement quota are shown in Table

c.3.

The desired price ratio

ing way. Firstly, from the

can be calculated in the follow-

equat i on

Àìj =f(Rû-t)=f(v¡¡-1
given above(PR; is the price

*PR

rat io
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TÀBLE C.3

Inferred Cotton Procurement Target

Provi nce Ac85
1 000 ha

YcB4
ton/ha

Qc85
1 000 ton

Àc86
1000 ha

Yc85
ton /ha

Qc86'1000 ton

J iangsu
Shandong
Henan
Hube i
Anhu i

Tota 1

592.3
1169 .7
814.3
46s.0
23s.1

327 6 .4

0.923
1 .005
0.7s0
1.125
0.698

0.810
0.915
0.675
'1 .065
0.705

402.3
924.2
418.2
440.2
145.2

2330 " 1

546.7
1 175. 5
610.8
523 .1
164 .1

3020 .2 27 45.5

496.7
1010.0

619.6
413.3
205.9

Source : est imated.

A¡j = PR

SecondIy,

Aìj = Ac

f (Y¡j-t )
J

according to the definition,

.J

o.,j - ¡e ij

/ Asij or

"Àr,
where a¡ is the sown area ratio, and Ac¡; and AS¡ are cot-
ton and grain sown areas respectively, cotton sown area can

be expressed as a function of price ratio, grain sown area

and yield ratio:
Acij = PRj " Ag:j 't f (Y¡j-r ).

Thirdlyr âs illustrated above, the inferred cotton pro-

curement quota is the summation of cotton sown areas multi-
plied by cotton yields in the previous year,

n

Qcj =Fo.,j * Yij-l.
By substituting, we have
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Qc
n

F (pn
ì:1

PRJ

* Ag *

*

t(v¡-r )

Àg *

* v¡j-r )

f (Y¡;-1 )),

J r)
n*E(vi;-r
i=l ' U

and

f;(',;-' * Ào.Jl
,* f (v¡¡_1 ))

PR
J

Qc)

Given the actual data for yield ratios and grain sown areas,

the estimated coefficients of the function

Aij = f (Y;j-r * PR;),

in Chapter

in Table

6"16 and 4

5

c.3

and the estimated cotton procurement targets

, the optimal price ratios are calculated at

for 1985 and 1986 respectively.2

At these price ratios, peasants would have allocated

their land between grain and cotton productions differently"

Suppose the sum of cotton and grain sown areas was fixed as

shown in the Yearbook each year, the inferred cotton sown

area, Àc*, the inferred cotton output, Qc*, and the inferred

change in grain output Qg* are calculated and listed in

Table C.4.
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TABLE C.4

Effects of Optimal Pricing

Province Àc*85
1000 ha

Qc*85
1000 ton

Q9*85
1 000 ton

Qc*86
1 000 ton

Q9*86
1 000 ton

Àc*86
1000 ha

J Íangsu
Shandong
Henan
Hube i
Ànhu i

543.8
1181.5
685.1
543.7
292 .6

501.9
1 187 .4
513.8
611 .7
207 .2

247 .8
-45.7
415.9

-336.6
-204.6

431.8
1065.8

547 .7
445.3
205.7

36s.6
975.2
369.7
474.2
145.0

220 .6
-21 9 .3

215 .6
-138 .7

0.5

78.7Total 3246.7 3108.7 77 .0 2715.8 2329.7

Source: estimated.
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